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Ribeau calls for more Hispanic faculty 
CARRIE DAMSCHRODER 
STAFF WRITER 
Because of concerns from the 
Latino Student Union, University 
President Sidney Ribeau has decid- 
ed to make it a priority to increase 
the number of Hispanic faculty 
members on campus. 
Currently, Hispanic faculty mem- 
bers are underrepresented in com- 
parison to the number of Hispanic 
students on campus. 
According to the Department of 
Institutional Research, there are 13 
full-time Hispanic faculty members. 
This represents only 1.7 percent of 
full-time faculty. Currently there are 
332 Hispanic undergraduate stu- 
dents, 2.1 percent of the undergrad- 
uate student body. 
Bettina Shuford, director of the 
Center for Multicultural and Acade- 
mic Initiatives, finds Ribeau's new 
priority honorable and believes that 
he will make a good effort to address 
the concern of having an ethnically 
diverse faculty. 
"Having faculty from diverse 
backgrounds adds to the intellectual 
discourse in the academy in terms of 
examining issues from multiple per- 
spectives, which aids in the intellec- 
tual development of all students." 
Shuford said. 
Shuford said that understanding 
diversity at BGSU is important 
because of the demographic trends 
in the U.S. 
"Hispanic/Latinos are the fastest 
growing population in the U.S.," 
Shuford noted. "If we are to succeed 
as leaders in a global society, we 
must first understand the diversity 
within our own country." 
Michael Martin, chair of the eth- 
nic studies department, agrees with 
Shuford and hopes that Ribeau's 
new priority will make the faculty at 
the University more diverse. 
"Latino faculty are significantly 
underrepresented on this campus 
and Ribeau's commitment to 
increase their numbers across acade- 
mic units should be lauded and sup- 
ported." Martin said. 
Martin said that it is imperative to 
increase the number of Latino facul- 
ty at BGSU for a number of reasons. 
"It would contribute to realizing 
the University's mission, enhance 
diversity on campus, provide role 
models for undergraduate and grad- 
uate students, enrich the intellectual 
and cultural life of the campus and 
make for good policy." Martin said. 
Jesse Sandoval. Vice President of 
the Latino Student Union, believes 
that increasing the number of His- 
panic faculty members will help 
Latino students. 
"For us as Latino students, it is 
essential to have a role model or 
someone we can relate to and talk to 
if we run into problems." Sandoval 
said. 
He remembered that when he 
first came to BGSU as a freshman, a 
Latino professor helped him get 
through the difficult transition from 
high school to college. 
"Latinos are like family, whether 
you are at home or thousands of 
miles away from home." Sandoval 
said. "For this reason, a non-Latino 
professor could not relate to me in 
the situation I was in as great as the 
Latino professor did." 
Francisco Cabanillas, romance 
languages professor, agrees that His- 
panic professors can be good role 
models to Hispanic students, but 
Hispanic faculty can also benefit 
non-Latino students as well. 
He believes that diversity at 
BGSU is an important issue with 
faculty as well as with students. 
Cabanillas said that increasing the 
number of Hispanic faculty mem- 
bers is important for Latino students, 
but it is also important for non-Lati- 
no students to have experiences with 
Latino professors. 
Increasing the number of Hispan- 
ic faculty members will have a posi- 
tive effect on the entire University, 
especially on current Hispanic facul- 
ty members. 
"It would read as a message from 
the administration that they are seri- 
ously trying to make BGSU more 
representative of society." Cabanil- 
las said. 
Photo Provided 
WAY BEHIND — Dance Marathon dancers, (left to right) Brenda Wilson, Tess Dudek and Sarah 
Vanden Bosch, put their best side forward as they prepare for the Dance Marathon 5K Run/Walk 
held February 26. 
This time of year is known to 
college basketball fans as March 
Madness, but Bowling Green 
students know it to be Marathon 
Madness. This is the first in 
what will be a week-long series 
of stories pertaining to Dance 
Marathon. Today's story is 
■bout the hours put into prepar- 
ing the event, with tomorrow 
focussing on the various 
fundraisers for Dance 
Marathon. The rest of the week 
will look at how dance 
marathon has evolved since it 
first began, a profile on a fami- 
ly, and how the dancers prepare 




This weekend. 32 hours of Dance 
Marathon will be taking place at the 
Student Recreation Center, but 
many more hours have been put into 
making the event possible. 
Preparations for Dance Marathon 
began last April, when the directors 
for the event were chosen. The rest 
of the steering committee was put 
together in October and they have 
been working ever since. 
According to Erika Daggctt. 
director of public relations, the 
steering committee has 14 subcom- 
mittees, which are in charge of 
everything that goes on during the 
event. 
Each of the various committee 
members have been working very 
hard. Daggett said. 
"Everyone does a million things 
and we help out each other as best 
we can." 
According to Daggett. the steer- 
ing committee has been working 40 
hours a week as the event has drawn 
closer. 
Some of these committees 
include catering, marketing, enter- 
tainment, morale, public relations 
and event management. 
The public relations committee 
has been in charge of promoling the 
event throughout the school year 
and getting the word out about the 
event. 
According   to   Ericka 
Smith, assistant direc- 
tor of public  rela- Q 
lions,  this  group        AA 
has     been     in 
charge           of 
putting         up 
fliers and ban- 
ners,  holding 
the     promo- 
tional      ISO- 
day      count- 
down        and 
contacting 
media,  includ- 
ing newspapers 
and television, to 
cover the event. 
"We have about 
15 different types of 
media   covering   Dance 
Marathon." Daggett said. 
She also added. "We have written 
press releases and news stories for 
papers and we write radio commer- 
cials     and     public     service 
announcements.   These air 
always on campus sta- 
tions and occasionally 
on Toledo stations." 
The event man- 
agement commit- 
tee is in charge 
of several 
things,  includ- 
ing building the 
stage and mak- 
ing sure every- 
thing is "ok" at 
the rec  center. 
Daggett said. 
Members     of 
Dance   Marathon 
believe  the  effort 
they put into planning 
the event is rewarding 
and enjoyable. 
"All of our efforts help peo- 
U. students say women still 
face professional obstacles 
NICOLE VALEK 
SflMf WRITER 
The glass ceiling is beginning to shatter for women, but is still 
prevalent in society, said University students. 
A glass ceiling is the appearance of possessing the ability to attain 
the highest position in a company, but in reality never really making 
it there. This is a problem that women face in today's work force. 
According to a survey conducted by Glamour magazine. 55 per- 
cent of women said there is a glass ceiling for women in all profes- 
sions, while 17 percent said there is no glass 
ceiling for women in any profession. 
"On average. I think women still 
struggle in the business world." 
said Angel Garrett,  pre-physical 
i See DANCE, page 5. 
"/ think women 
are shattering the 
glass ceiling every 
day. They can 
never put the pieces 
back together again 
- we have broken 




DM STEERING COMMITTEE — Front row (left to right), Christie 
Chipps, Erika Daggett, Kris Balasubramanian, Pete Titas. Sec- 
ond row, Allie Koscho, Joelle Dipadova, Sara Grigsby, Trish 
Fleming. Third row, Michele Hlebovy, Jackie Kreim, Natalie 
Cowan, Missy Licause, Courtey TenBrook. Fourth row, liana 
Horn, Nikki Harter, Mike Spencer, Tim Walton, Aaron Asmundson 
and Aileen Glowacki. 
therapy major. "I also think it is 
dependent on the type of job.  I 
think there are some businesses 
that are strictly considered pre- 
dominantly male, and in that 
kind of corporation  I think it 
would be difficult for women to 
break the glass ceiling where in 
other businesses, where females 
are more dominant, it would be 
more likely." 
Many  students and  faculty  said 
they  believe  the glass ceiling  still 
exists, but will gradually disappear. 
"Breaking the glass is going to be a gradual process.  There's no 
abrupt way to shatter it," said Erik Haeutptle. sophomore integrated 
sciences secondary education major.   "Women just need to become 
more successful to surpass that barrier.   Really all women can do is 
strive to continue to be successful.   We still live in an aggressive, 
male-dominated world." 
"I hold the hope that soon glass ceilings will be broken, but I don't 
know how soon it will be." said Laurie Jordan, women's studies 
instructor. 
Vickie Shields. Director of Women's Studies said in order to break 
the glass ceilings, more women need to demand a family-friendly 
structure or refuse to work for that company. 
"I believe the glass ceiling is starting to vary a lot according to 
fields. There', been breakthroughs, but the ceiling is still prevalent. 
Women have made a breakthrough in the motion picture industry 
such as CEOs for Fox and Paramount and in feminine magazines. 
But in a field such as advertising, where it is an incredibly hostile 
industry to have a family in. I think it is more that women are drop- 
ping out because their lives do not work with their work, not that the 
glass ceiling is the major barrier." 
In Glamour, Barbara Walters said. "I think women are shattering 
the glass ceiling every day. Is there room for improvement? Sure 
there is, but they can never put the pieces back together again - we 
have broken them for good." 
Gault decides 
not to run for 
USG president 







ly absent from 
this year's list 
of presidential 
candidates. 
CUnt Cult  Althougn he ■„ 
a junior this year. Gault said he 
has decided not to run for anoth- 
er term as president. 
"Serving as USG president 
has been an important part of my 
life, but it's something I view as a 
stepping stone," Gault said. 
"Next year. I'm still going to be 
involved on campus, but I'm 
going to focus more on acade- 
mics. I'm definitely going to miss 
USG." 
Gault said he is creating a new 
position within USG called an 
undergraduate advisor position. 
This would be open to executive 
members, such as Gault. who 
have not yet graduated but are no 
longer elected members of the 
organization. 
'This will serve as a powerful 
transition tool." Gault said. "We 
know what's been going on and 
can help the new members." 
At this time, Gault isn't will- 
ing to endorse any of the current 
presidential candidates. Howev- 
er, he said that might change as 
the campaign progresses. 
"After seeing everybody's 
campaign promises and goals 
and talking with all the candi- 
dates one-on-one. if I feel there is 
a candidate who is far above the 
others and would do an incredi- 
ble job, then I'll endorse them," 
Gault said. 
Yesterday afternoon, red-eyed students and 
curious onlookers watched as fire officials 
and construction equipment examined the 
rubble. 
2 dead in Bloomsburg University fraternity house fire 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BLOOMSBURG, Pa. — A 
fire in an off-campus fraternity 
house killed two people early 
yesterday, while others jumped 
to safety in their underwear 
from a second-story window. 
The privately owned Tau 
Kappa Epsilon house, two 
blocks from the Bloomsburg 
University campus, was 
destroyed in the 6 a.m. blaze. 
Two bodies were recovered 
from the wreckage, but they 
were not immediately identi- 
fied. 
"We don't know whether 
they are male or female," uni- 
versity spokesman Jim Hollis- 
ter said. 
Two students escaped by 
jumping from a second-story 
window in their underwear, and 
a third fled out the front door, 
police said. All reported awak- 
ening and finding heavy smoke 
in the building; one reported 
hearing a smoke alarm. 
Authorities did not immedi- 
ately know how many people 
were in the house, Hollister 
said. He said three residents 
were unaccounted for, but 
could not say whether the two 
bodies were those of missing 
residents. 
Two  adjacent  townhouses 
were also damaged, but no one 
in those structures were 
injured. The cause of the fire 
was under investigation. 
Yesterday afternoon, red- 
eyed students and curious 
onlookers watched as fire offi- 
cials and construction equip- 
ment examined the rubble. The 
county coroner was also on the 
scene. 
Another fraternity house fire 
killed five Bloomsburg stu- 
dents on Oct. 21. 1994. A smol- 
dering sofa was blamed for that 
blaze. Batteries had been taken 
out of smoke detectors in the 
Beta Sigma Delta house, a 
common practice during smoky 
parties. 
Autopsy results showed four 
of the students in the 1994 fire 
had alcohol in their blood and 
two had traces of cocaine and 
marijuana in their systems. 
On Feb. 13, 1992, one stu- 
dent died at Phi Kappa Theta 
fraternity at California Univer- 
sity in Pennsylvania. 
This year, a Jan. 19 fire in a 
dormitory at Seton Hall Uni- 
versity in New Jersey killed 
three students and critically 
injured six others. 
Bloomsburg, founded in 
1839, is a state university about 
100 miles northwest of 
Philadelphia with an enroll- 
ment of about 7,500. 
■ OSU, UC fall In NCAA 
second round. - 





Israel approves withdrawal in West Bank 
470 die in Uganda cult fire 
KANUNGU. Uganda (AP) — 
Rutemba Didas heard what sounded 
like an explosion, then saw black 
smoke billowing from the brick 
structure on a hilltop compound 
where members of a religious cult 
had been living for several years. 
The farmer and his neighbors 
heard screams coming from the 
chapel, but they couldn't get close to 
the new building inside the com- 
p nind where members of the Move- 
ment for the Restoration of Ten 
Commandments of God lived in this 
remote corner of southwestern 
Uganda. 
Police said yesterday it may take 
them a week to determine how many 
people died in the Friday morning 
fiie. but they believe there were as 
many as 470 victims — of mass sui- 
cide or mass murder. 
The Nation 
In Brief 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
JERUSALEM — A land transfer 
that stalled Israeli-Palestinian peace 
talks for five weeks easily cleared a 
final hurdle yesterday with Israel's 
Cabinet approving maps for the 
withdrawal from 6.1 percent of the 
West Bank. 
The transfer will take place Tues- 
day, just before negotiators convene 
near Washington for peace talks, and 
will leave the Palestinians in control 
of 41 percent of the West Bank. 
The Palestinians had suspended 
the talks last month after it became 
clear Israel was not going to give 
them populated suburbs of 
Jerusalem as part of the troop with- 
drawal. The revised maps approved 
Sunday give the Palestinians three 
suburbs near, but not abutting 
Jerusalem. 
The maps were approved by a 
vote of 16-6. Ministers from two 
religious parties and an immigrant 
party opposed the withdrawal, 
which will give the Palestinians full 
control of 5.1 percent of the West 
Bank where they now have civilian 
control. A further 1 percent will go 
from full Israeli control to full Pales- 
tinian control. 
"From this week on. 60 percent 
of the Palestinians in the West Bank 
will live under full Palestinian 
authority,'" Deputy Defense Minister 
Ephraim Sneh said. 'This is the real 
change." 
Under the new map. Israel will 
also withdraw from areas near the 
West Bank towns of Jericho, Jenin, 
Bethlehem and Hebron, pullbacks 
that bring Arafat closer to the territo- 
rial continuity he wants to create a 
state. 
Right-wing critics said giving the 
Palestinians suburbs near Jerusalem 
will threaten the security of nearby 
Jewish neighborhoods and the unity 
of the city. Jewish West Bank set- 
tlers held protests yesterday near the 
areas from which Israel is to with- 
draw. 
Also yesterday. Israel released 
five Palestinian prisoners jailed for 
anti-Israel activity and promised to 
release ten more today as a goodwi 
gesture for the Muslim feast of Eid 
al-Adha. which ended yesterday 
evening. 
The five prisoners were members 
of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's 
Fatah faction who were convicted of 
killing Palestinian collaborators and 
injuring Israelis over the last two 
decades All five prisoners were 
from traditionally Arab East 
Jerusalem, claimed by the Palestini- 
ans as the capital of a future state. 
In the past. Israel has refused to 
negotiate the release of Palestinian 
prisoners from East Jerusalem 
because it does not recognize Pales- 
tinian jurisdiction over residents 
from the sector of the city it captured 
in the 1967 Mideast War. 
Ahmed Sublaban. chairman of 
the Palestinian Prisoners' Club in 
Jerusalem, said the prisoner release 
will help to move the peace negotia- 
tions forward because "it shows the 
families (of the prisoners) that the 
peace process is tangible and that 
they can benefit from the fruits of 
peace." 
Associated Press Photo 
CABINET— Israeli Prime Minister Ehud, sixth from the left, and 
Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy, fourth from the left, take part 
in a cabinet meeting Sunday, March 19, 2000, in Jerusalem. The 
Israeli Cabinet yesterday approved a map specifying the 6.1 per- 
cent of the West Bank that Israel is to hand over to the Pales- 
tinians as part of the interim peace agreement. 
3   arrested    for   allegedly 
shooting at patrol cars 
INDEPENDENCE. Calif. (AP) 
Three people were arrested after 
they allegedly led authorities on a 
70-mile chase through two states 
Inen shot down a police helicopter 
during a daylong standoff in a bleak 
Death Valley gully. 
No injuries were reported during 
I liday's desert siege, part of an 18- 
luiur confrontation that began when 
the trio allegedly fled Nevada 
.uihorities in a car filled with guns 
nid ammunition. 
Arrested were Lloyd Burrus. 44. 
.mil Cheryl Maarteuse. 50. both of 
Downey. Idaho, and Jeffrey Burrus. 
o. of Emeryville. Calif., according 
to a statement from the Inyo County 
sheriff's Department. It was not 
immediately known whether the two 
men were related. 
    ll     . 
Taiwanese president to resign from top Nationalist post 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS down president!"'and surrounded the Nation-     what the loss meant for their party's future     burning  incense  and  telling  the "foundin 
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TAIPEI. Taiwan — Storming the National- 
ist Party's headquarters, a stone-throwing 
crowd demanded — and got — President Lee 
Teng-hui's promise yesterday to quit as the 
party's leader, one day after its humiliating 
election defeat. 
Many of the thousands of protesters blamed 
Lee for fielding a weak candidate who was 
trounced by the opposition in Saturday's pres- 
idential election. 
The vote will bring to power an untested 
leader. Chen Shui-bian, who some fear could 
spark a devastating war with Taiwan's long- 
time rival, China, through his party's support 
for the island's formal independence. The two 
sides split amid civil war in 1949, and China 
insists Taiwan must eventually reunify with 
the mainland. 
A crowd of about 3.000 chanted "Step 
 
alists' headquarters in downtown Taipei. 
Some smashed the windows of limousines 
bringing party members to the building for an 
emergency meeting with Lee to respond to 
Vice President Lien Chan's loss in Saturday's 
vote. 
An angry mob chased senior party adviser 
Hsu Li-teh down the sidewalk, kicking, 
punching and beating him with poles. They 
knocked him to the ground, but he was able to 
stand up and scurry into the building. 
The violence and chaos were rare for Tai- 
wan, where political violence is almost 
unheard of and heated street protests have 
grown increasingly rare as full democracy has 
taken root over the past decade. 
But with the Nationalists losing the presi- 
dency for the first lime in Taiwanese history, 
the island's young democracy headed into the 
unexplored and voters tried to make sense of 
'
They also looked for someone to blame. 
"Don't get us wrong. We respect Chen's 
victory, because that's what democracy is all 
about. But things have to change." said a bank 
employee who would give only his surname. 
Yang. 
The protest, which left several people with 
minor injuries, contrasted strongly with the 
tone of Chen's triumphant first day as presi- 
dent-elect. 
As he prepared to embark on the awesome 
task of forming a new. minority government. 
Chen spent yesterday visiting government 
agencies and offering thanks at temples and to 
his supporters, while avoiding any mention of 
specifics on China. 
In a deeply symbolic round of political 
ancestor worship. Chen stood at the grave of 
Huang Hsin-chich. an early leader of the 
opposition   Democratic   Progressive   Party. 
g 
father" of Taiwan's democracy abo t the 
"'great victory yesterday." 
Chen and the vice president-elect, pioneer- 
ing feminist Annette Lu. held out a conciliato- 
ry gesture toward the Nationalists. 
'"I will exert all effort to learn from the suc- 
cess and experience of Lee Teng-hui to lead 
Taiwan and the entire Taiwanese people."' 
Chen said. 
Chen also praised Lee for his plan to form 
a small transitional working group to oversee 
the change in government that comes in May. 
The Nationalists will relinquish power for the 
first time since Gen. Chiang Kai-shek fled to 
Taiwan after losing mainland China to Mao 
Tse-lung's Communists in I949. 
The 77-year-old Lee presided over Tai- 
wan's evolution from an authoritarian state to 
a democracy with direct presidential elections 
during his 12 years as the island's leader. 
WANTED! 
UAO is searching for directors for 2000-2001 
Accepting Applications for: 
I •Daytime Programs •Special Events 
•Concert •Technology 
•Publicity •Excursions 
•Multicultural & Diversity Issues •Sales 
| 'Nightlife •USG Representative | 
Applications are due by 5:00 pm 
Friday, March 24 
Pick up applications at 
210 South Hall 
For more information call 372-2486 
(IJ? Fir<t§lkly lP<§>]£>]£><f<l P^^ifim 
OFF-CAMPUS 
STUDENT CENTER 
Ground Floor Moseley Hall 
11 AM - 4 PM 
50c donation for the Barbara Y. Keller 
Scholarship benefiting Commuter & 
Off-Campus Students 
LEASING FOR FALL 2000 
• E. Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
All units include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
dishwashers, garbage disposal. 
$675 Month plus electirc (4 person) 
$625 Month plus electric (3 person) 
J 





Hurry In Today! 
224 E. Wooster 
$100 OFF 
-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS- 
323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,A/C, 
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals. 
First Month't Total Rent *Limited Time 
HURRY... Expires 3131100 
»Wm?   Hours: 
£PtJ-U5S^      Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Saturday 9am-1 pm 
GREENBRIAR, INC.   224 E.Wooster , Bowling Green 
Checkout our Website for a complete 
listing of all our properties. 
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
I 




I spend one week away from 
human civilization, and already 
we're kicking each other in the 
head. 
While I was watching films in 
Austin, the People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals (PETA) was 
advocating getting drunk. After 
some very thorough investigating 
and interviewing unnamed sources. 
I've found that the Got Beer? mar- 
keting campaign was more than 
just a cheap ploy to grab attention 
for PETA's ideology. 
What follows is a rough list of 
the other possibilities that PETA 
was considering for their anti-milk 
campaign. 
GOT SODA? 
Idea: lo appeal to (he largest 
number of demographics. PETA 
plans to have everyone drink a 
good ol' carbonated beverage 
instead of milk. Soft drink vendors 
nationwide greet the idea of par- 
ents giving their kids a big glass ol 
root beer for lunch and dinner. 
Benefits: Soda offers more 
varieties than milk, the caffeine- 
found in soda keeps the nation's 
workforce from getting too much 
sleep at night, downing a 24-pack 
of Mountain Dew a day couldn't be 
as addicting as milk and soda 
comes in convenient dispensing 
machines. 
In addition. PETA had the sup- 
port of the American Dental Asso- 
ciation, the American Ulcer Soci- 
ety. Caffeine-Heads Anonymous 
and all major soft drink manufac- 
turers. 
Declined Because: Nobody 
could decide whether it was 'pop.' 
'soda.' 'coke.' 'seltzer' or whatev- 
er Print and design costs skyrock- 
eted as PETA tried regional cam- 
paigns with each nickname 
GOT IRON FILINGS? 
Idea: In an attempt to make 
themselves seem more intelligent 
than the milk-making low-life 
types. PETA expands its marketing 
campaign lo a three-word slogan 
Since iron filings arc plentiful and 
artificial, nobody would complain. 
Benefits: PETA had the support 
of all major manufacturing indus- 
tries as well as all the unions. 
Biased surveys find that iron fil- 
ings are more nutritious than milk, 
containing less calories and fat. 
less sodium, more iron and it docs 
n't leech away calcium from 
bones. 
Declined Because: Iron filings 
arc very difficult to drink. 
GOT DRAINO? 
Idea: Latching onto a highly 
recognizable liquid. PETA tries to 
elevate knowledge of its views 
through said product. PETA would 
also catch the late-night crowd by 
being mocked on Conan, l.eno and 
Letterman. 
Benefits: PETA tries using 
association to sell this idea. PETA 
points out the traditional Norwe- 
gian meal, lutcfisk. is chock-full of 
lye. just like Draino And when you 
think Norway, you think perfectly 
fit and gorgeous humans. 
Though there is less corporate 
support of this campaign. PETA 
plans to use famous old comedy 
troupes to promote it. First up: 
Groucho. Chico. Harpo and Draino 
Marx. 
Declined Because: The Master 
Plumbers of America threaten a 
counter-campaign, appealing to 
people to Save the Drains' by boy- 
cutting Draino. 
GOT CYANIDE? 
Idea: PETA stirs up high 
amounts of controversy by asking 
people to replace all the dairy in 
their diets with cyanide. It's con- 
sidered "a fun. titillating way to 
bring attention to serious issues." 
Benefits: Consumers who have 
no dairy in their diets would sur- 
vive, while anyone who might be 
tempted to return to milk-drinking 
would be dead. 
An added benefit for the St. 
Patrick's Day timing of this cam- 
paign would also be a fun tie-in 
Encourage people to replace their 
milk on March 17th with a helping 
Ol potassium cyanide, which kills a 
person in less than half a minute 
and turns their skin a nice shade of 
green. 
Declined Because: Cyanide is 
100 damn expensive, and the alter- 
nate (Jot Rat Poison? just really 
didn't have the same appeal 
In the end. the Got Beer? cam 
paign won out It was the only 
option that not only stops the milk 
menace, but also causes the most 
disruption   amongst   the   human 
society. 
So. in the spirit ol cow preser- 
vation and self-destruction, let's 
put down that milk and raise up a 
Natty Eight, brothers and sislci s 
/ Michael Beslul i clchralctl Si 
Patrick's Day with a dinnei oj 
hamburgers anil green clwculaic 
milk Get in lunch with him al 
best@bgnet.bgsu edu 
LO. UNIVERSITY 
BY GREGORY GTLLEN 
INTERESTING 
FACTOID 
The MTV Campus Invasion Tour 
2000, scheduled to pass through 
Bowling Green on April 11th, is 
also hitting the University of 
Texas on April 20th. 
Tickets for the University of Texas 
show went on sale Saturday. 
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Enhancing quality of life 
This week will see two events 
thai promise lo be great! The first is 
Creative Dating and the second is 
Dance Marathon. 
Thursday night, any question that 
you ever had about relationships can 
and will be answered. 
Creative Dating is an interactive 
program that will keep you enter- 
tained and provide you with vital 
information concerning relation- 
ships and dating. Presented by a 
good friend of mine, David Cole- 
man, who has once again won the 
Lecturer of the Year award for col- 
lege campuses. Creative Dating is 
one of the best things you could ever 
attend. 
It starts at 7:00 p.m. in MAC 
Countryside Thursday the 23. one 
day after my birthday. 
Do you find yourself complain- 
ing about your relationships, com- 
plaining that you never have anyone 
to go out with, or that you date noth- 
ing but losers. Perhaps you are won- 
dering why women are attracted to 
"bad boys" and why nice guys often 
finish last. Maybe you are curious as 
to why men never call back or why 
women go to the bathroom in packs, 
or how to tell if someone is really 
..iterested? 
All of these subjects, plus many 
more will be covered during this 
incredible program. For those of you 
who complain about how there is 
never anything to do on campus — 
well here is the opportunity to do 
something and then learn about 
plenty of other things to do as well! 
Not (o mention that you will get 
the chance to hear a plethora of new 
pick up lines such as. "Do you like 
Math? How bout we add the bed. 
subtract the clothes, divide the legs, 
and multiply?" 
"People are always 
complaining about 
relationships and 
everyone seems to 
have problems with 
them. Relationships 
will always be 
around and so will 
the headaches that 
go with them." 
People are always complaining 
about relationships and everyone 
seems to have problems with them. 
Relationships will always be around 
and so will the headaches that go 
with them. 
This program will help you begin 
to understand what a healthy rela- 
tionship is and how to go about get- 
ting into one. This is one program 
that you don't want to miss. 
Trust me. 
The second item that 1 wish to 
discuss is one that many of you may 
be tired of or are anxiously awaiting 
its arrival — Dance Marathon. 
BGSU betrays dream 
Both racism and political correct- 
ness involve judging one another on 
the color of our skins. Because Mar- 
tin Luther King's dream was that we 
judge one another not on the color of 
our skins, but on the contents of our 
character, then both racism and 
political correctness arc a betrayal of 
Martin Luther King's dream. 
Marty's dream is the central con- 
cepts of BGSU sociology professor 
"Richard Zeller's proposal for a 
course about political correctness. 
The  BGSU  sociology  depart- 
• ment's leaders have done everything 
. in their power to discourage Zeller's 
efforts to put this item on the curric- 
;ular agenda of the University. This 
Includes vicious attacks on Zeller's 
character and reputation. 
What does their attack on Zeller's 
•character say about our sociology 
department's character? There can 
- be no doubt that our leaders are 
\ clearly telling us that political cor- 
. Yectness. the judgment of one anoth- 
• er on the color of our skins, is their 
. ideology, a betrayal of Martin 
"Luther King's dream. 
BGSU students. Zeller and Marty 
deserve Zeller's course as an alter- 
. native to  the worthless, evil. PC 
• nonsense BGSU dishes out daily 
with impunity. 
Because BGSU's position in this 
matter is built on a lie. the betrayal 
of Marty's dream. It naturally leads 
BGSU to more countless lies, 
semantic diffusions, hypocrisy and 
homonym arguments against 
Zeller's, and the Marty-loving stu- 
dents' character. Anybody, except 
for the BGSU administration, can 
see that affirmative action is a huge 
insult to blacks because we know 
that skin color has nothing to do 
with character or ability. But. BGSU 
practices affirmative action. 
Not only docs BGSU betray and 
defraud Marty's dream, but they 
thereby make a horrible caricature 
of the concept of education. The fact 
that Bluffton College now allows 
essentially the same political cor- 
rectness course which Zeller propos- 
es at BGSU. makes me sad. because 
not only docs BGSU still betray 
Marty's dream, but BGSU has 
blown the opportunity forever, to be 
the first college in the world, my 
Alma Mater, to have a course about 
political correctness. 
Ted Rigai 
Irigal @ accesslolcdo. com 
• Good opinions are like rapes that go unreported. For instance, has 
a teacher's ignorance,infuriated you? Have you felt dumber for read- 
ing a columnist's commentary? Has a teacher's work gone unno- 
ticed? Or do you want to commit literary manslaughter on an orga- 
nization that did you wrong? 
Then let The BG News Opinion Page help. So many of these prob- 
lems go unheard, but yet students expect perfection in the Universi- 
ty. How can BGSU better itself when its voices go unheard in mute 
complaints that die in draft beer? Don't let yourself fall into the cliche 
of "it was a bad day." 
Let BGSU hear you, but let The BG News Opinion Page be your 
avenue. E-mail your comments and anger to tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
The most talked about, anticipat- 
ed and participated event on cam- 
pus. This event effects more people 
than any other event all year long. 
The magnitude of this event 
escapes most people's grasp and 
they look at it as a nice gesture, an 
act of good-will or another meaning- 
less philanthropy event to provide 
positive publicity. 
Well, they are wrong. 
This is big. This is huge! 
Let's take a look at what I mean. 
Last year I had the opportunity to 
make balloon animals for a Cleve- 
land Indians Charity Dinner in 
Cleveland. All proceeds went to the 
Children's Miracle Network — the 
same organization that Dance 
Marathon works with. 
Well, here there were around 100 
people and several Indians Players 
on hand. The dinner was $20 each 
for a piece of chicken and some 
green beans and then the auction 
began. Over 50 items were auc- 
tioned off varying from signed base- 
balls to signed cleats, to batting 
practice with the team, to luxury 
seats for a game at Jacobs Field. 
There were a lot of good items, 
and the bids were pretty generous. 
When all was said and dcie. the 
event raised about $50,000. 
Not bad. and the Children's Mir- 
acle Network was very happy to 
have the money donated. So here we 
have famous people raising $50,000 
dollars. Last year alone. Dance 
Marathon raised over $200,000! 
Thai's four times as much as the 
Cleveland Indians! 
College kids vs. professional 
baseball players and the college kids 
kicked their butt! 
Still, that is not the most impor- 
tant part of Dance Marathon. 
The single most important part of 
Dance Marathon is the smiles: the 
smiles of the children just being 
children. Children who may have 
daily struggles that we cannot even 
comprehend, children who are 
stronger willed than most of us put 
together, children who have faced 
death in the face and survived to live 
another day. These children teach us 
more about life than we will ever 
learn here at school. Most of us take 
for granted many of the blessings 
that we have until we sec someone 
who is less fortunate. 
We take for granted the ability to 
walk. talk, think, see, hear. feel, and 
speak until we arc faced with some- 
one who has difficulties doing it. 
That is why we are uneasy being 
around people who we consider to 
have "disabilities" because we are 
faced with the realization that it 
could be us. 
These children that we dance for 
arc not different, in fact most of 
them are better human beings that 
the rest of us. They are the reason 
that Dance Marathon is such a won- 
derful event. 
Not the money, not the friend- 
ships, not the 32-hours of dancing, 
not the line dance and not the foot 
massages, it is the children and 
Dance Marathon is "For the Chil- 
dren ." 
Judson Laipply is a BG News 
columnist. He will be at Creative 
Dating Thursday night as well as a 
dancer for Dance Marathon. He 
encourages you to take a moment 
and go to both. Question or com- 
ments can be sent to 
j14dson@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
PEOPLE 
on the stre et 
Question: Do you think women are still discriminated 















"No, they get to 
wear cool clothes 





"Yes. But as long 
as we all stay 
fine, strong 






"Yes, but it's 
getting better." 
University orchestra music is orgasmic 
I have had the recent exhilarating 
experience of attending our chosen 
school's production of Mozart's. 
"The Marriage of Figaro." 
In one word — amazing! 
They just don't make music like 
that anymore. What is fascinating to 
me though, aside from the actual 
music itself, was the obvious lack of 
interest that was apparent from the 
student body population. 
As I scanned the audience for 
familiar faces I became painfully 
aware of the fact that I was sur- 
rounded by people decades older 
than I. Not that 1 have anything 
against older people, the revelation 
just came as bit of a culture shock. 
I became stricken with the fact 
that the majority of the population 
that I share the commonality of age 
with, share none of the passion for 
"real" music that I do. 
When I say real music, I do not 
mean to take anything away from 
the artists from my generation who 
are undeniably talented. Rather, I 
mean to elevate the soul fulfilling, 
breathtaking, awe inspiring, down- 
right orgasmic blend of melody and 
harmony that transcends the word 
talent, and ascends to the level of 
giltedness. 
The opera lasted for three and a 
half hours, each passing minute was 
that much closer to perfection. I 
wish that my generation could 
understand the degree of creative 
genius that goes into composing 
such musical masterpieces. 
The first step to falling in love 
with such beauty is basic apprecia- 
tion. Once you can appreciate, truly 
appreciate, how much tireless work 
and precision go into each note, each 
measure, and each movement of 
music of this caliber, your whole 
being will be compelled by a force 
"If the school 
announced that for 
five dollars the entire 
student body could 
have sex with each 
individual's idea of 
their quintessential 
mate, the line would 
end in Cleveland." 
greater than yourself to fall head 
over heels. 
I am not under any kind of delu- 
sion that this column is going to 
incite everyone to sprint to their 
nearest record store on the spot and 
pick up the collective works of 
Mozart. 
My only intention is to make peo- 
ple aware. 
You are all at college for a rea- 
son; you can confirm the validity of 
my claims for yourself. If only one 
person, after reading this, said to 
themself: I have never been exposed 
to any kind of music other than what 
mainstream popular culture shoves 
down my throat, maybe it is about 
time that I broaden my horizons and 
become a little musically cultured, 
then this column was well worth the 
time spent. 
Trust me. you won't be let down. 
I wouldn't steer you wrong. 
The origin of the negative context 
that surrounds classical music that is 
so pervasive and overbearing in my 
generation is a complete mystery to 
me. 
If the school announced that for 
$5 the entire student body could 
have sex with each individual's idea 
of their quintessential mate, the line 
would end in Cleveland. 
Don't get me wrong; I like sex 
just as much as the next person. The 
problem stems from the fact that the 
school announced that for $5 you 
could indulge in three and a half- 
hours of the emotional, physical and 
psychological equivalent of sex and 
most people didn't even know what 
it was that they were missing. 
1 guess this can be justified by 
that old maxim that ignorance is 
bliss. 
You can't really be held account- 
able for passing up continual 
euphoric stimulation of your body if 
you can't even empathize with that 
feeling in the first place. Ignorance 
"is" bliss; consider yourself 
informed as of right now. 
As of this very second while your 
eyes are moving across the body of 
this text I now take the burden of 
information off of myself and place 
the burden of action on you. 
"I have no idea to this day what 
those two Italian ladies were singing 
about. The truth is. I don't want to 
know. Some things are best left 
unsaid. I like to think that they were 
singing about something so beauti- 
ful it can't be expressed in words, 
and it makes your heart ache. 
1 tell you those voices soared, 
higher and farther than anybody in a 
great place dares to dream. 
"It was like some beautiful bird 
flapped into our drab little cage and 
made those walls dissolve away; and 
for the briefest of moments, every 
last man at Shawshank felt free." 
This is obviously a quote taken 
from the movie, "The Shawshank 
Redemption." 
The significance of this quote lies 
in the fact that Morgan Freeman's 
character in the movie gives us this 
metaphor as a direct result of some- 
thing that Tim Robbins' character 
does. Tim Robbins (Andy Dufresne) 
deliberately disobeys his prison 
guards and plays a movement from a 
famous opera over the loud speakers 
of the prison, knowing full well that 
the consequences for his actions will 
be devastating. 
That opera is called "The Mar- 
riage of Figaro." by W.A. Mozart. 
I wish music like that could stir 
the hearts of everyone as it did to 
Andy in the movie, and that every- 
one's soul could be so elevated from 
such wondrous beauty that every 
last man. woman and child on the 
face of the earth would be willing to 
accept the same disastrous ramifica- 
tions should they find themselves in 
the circumstances of being deprived 
of "real" music for loo long. 
But hey, who am I kidding. Cer- 
tainly not myself. A few people 
might take ihis column seriously. 
That is all that I really want anyway. 
I'm sick of suppressing what I know 
to be me because of extraneous, age- 
specific societal stigma. 
Are you? 
Tim Jenny is a BG News colum- 
nist. He's just trying to keep the Uni- 
versity in other loops. He can be 
contacted at tjenny@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Letters to the Editor Policy 
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write 
us and let us know where you stand. 
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced 
pages). These are usually In response to a current 
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area. 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest 
columns will be subject to space limitations and 
considered based on topic relevance and quality. 
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy 
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compati- 
ble) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion 
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to 
rran@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Let- 
ter to the Editor." 
ABbJBfou can check out back Issues of the Opinion 
page on the web at www.bgnews.com. 
Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling 
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from 
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or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the 
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff. 
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Editorial Board are final. 
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Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
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Dogs find new life in prison 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MANSFIELD. Ohio — Late last 
year both Eric Roberson and Star, a 
young female Labrador retriever, 
were sitting in their separate cells 
He was 16 years away from his first 
parole board hearing for a 1992 
murder conviction. She was one day 
away from euthanasia at the Ashland 
Humane Society. 
Within 24 hours, they both would 
be sharing Roberson's cell, and both 
would be looking toward a better 
future. 
While many prisons across the 
nation have introduced therapy and 
guide dog training curriculums. 
Mansfield Correctional Institution 
has established a unique program of 
its own. The institution has begun 
bringing together castaway dogs 
from 'he pound and castaway men 
from the prison. 
Called "Death Row Dogs" by the 
inmates, the dogs are socialized and 
trained within the prison walls, then 
put up for adoption. Since the pro- 
gram began in the fall of 1998. not a 
single dog has been relumed to the 
pound. 
"These animals are underdogs 
too." explains program coordinator 
Carol Mull. "The men identify with 
them and have a great desire to help 
them." 
A high school dropout and father 
of two young daughters, Roberson 
ended a night of drinking and drug 
abuse with two friends with the rob- 
bery of a bar and the murder of its 
owner. When the friends testified 
against him. Roberson plea-bar- 
gained his future and ended up in 
Mansfield. He does not remember 
much of Ihe night that would seal his 
future. 
Since he came to prison, he has 
overcome his addictions, earned a 
high school equivalency diploma, 
and been baptized in the Presbyter- 
ian Church. But what he says saved 
his heart came on the day he noticed 
a flyer looking for volunteers to 
enter a dog training program. 
"We're in a harsh environment 
here." Roberson explains. "I always 
viewed this place as being filled 
with the rejects of society, so I 
couldn't imagine this happening." 
Litter a lingering issue in BG 
Flashing 
Our Briefs 
BG News Briefs 
DANCE 
Guitarist gives free show at 
Silver River Cafe 
Matthew West, acoustic guitarist, 
will be performing today at (he Sil 
ver River Cafe in Krcischer Dining 
Hall at 6. The admission is free. 
Discussion focuses on health 
of women athletes 
A brown bag luncheon to discuss 
the female athletic triad will be held 
Wednesday at noon in 107 Hanna 
Hall. The discussion will focus on 
how a woman's drive to excel in 
sports often creates pressure to 
achieve and maintain unrealistic-ally 
low weight, putting her at risk of 
developing serious health problems. 
Coleman  teaches  students 
how to plan cheap dates 
Renowned speaker and Universi- 
ty alumnus. David Coleman. will 
speak to students about creative 
ways to date on a limited budget 
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Mac Country- 
side. 
See what's new 
in the news!! 
Continued from page 1. 
pie do things they wouldn't normal- 
ly be able to do." Smith said. 
"It's so gratifying, it really truly 
is." said Missy Licause, special pro- 
motions chair. "Right now it is hard 
to grasp what I am doing because I 
don't have kids of my own. but once 
I do. all the hard work I have done to 
help people I don't even know about 
will mean more." 
Daggctt had similar thoughts. 
'"When I am working on a Dance 
Marathon project, it touches my 
heart in a way that nothing else ever 
has By being a part of Dance 
Marathon, you realize that in this 
hectic world, there arc good people 
out there that give time, energy and 
money in the most ample ways to 
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"It has always been a problem." 
said Bowling Green resident Linda 
Fite. refemng to the litter accumula- 
tion around her businesses after parly 
nights for University students. 
Last month File reported that one 
of her businesses, the Wash House. 
250 N. Main St.. was vandalized and 
trashed. 
Brian Fite. manager of the Wash 
House, said on one particular Sunday 
morning there were beer bottles and 
cans, wristbands and food wrappers. 
This kind of trash, along with the 
occasional vomit, has come to be 
expected after bars close on Ihe week- 
ends, he said. 
Mr. Fite assumes that the litter is a 
result of college students because 
they are among the majority of the bar 
crowd. Much of the damage, he said, 
is found consistently every Friday 
through Monday mornings. 
"II someone would clean up the 
trash after 3 a.m. I would never know 
there was a problem." Fite said. 
One resident, who did not wish to 
be named, said that there is a litter 
problem, but however rude and 
annoying  it  may be. it does get 
cleaned up quickly. Most of the trash 
around his house is usually made up 
of bottles, empty cans and food wrap- 
pers. 
"It is not nice when you walk out 
your front door and there is a burrito 
spread all over a telephone pole." he 
said. 
John Nemeth. junior finance 
major, lives off campus in Old Frazee 
apartments. He has noticed a consis- 
tent litter problem around his area, 
but   said   that   it  
i^^"Z "It ^ not nice when 
police you walk out your 
tSSSiJH front door and there 
ter    is    cigarette IS a OUrritO Spread 
^^lJ:d all over a telephone 
In January there pole. 
were   five   litter BG raider* 
incidents  reported 
and they were all 
called from areas that were close i<> 
campus 
"We do not specify whether it is a 
college student or resident that is ai 
fault." said Pat Tracey. records clerk 
for the BO Police Department. 
"Littering happens everywhere." 
Tracey said. "I am sure lhat college 
students don'l do it more than others " 
The dispatcher for a litter com- 
plaint phone number said that there 
arc about 25 to 30 complaints a year. 
Recently, there has been an 
increase in calls coming from large 
apartment complexes like Campbell 
Hill, which is mostly populated by 
students. However, the BO Police 
Department does nol keep detailed 
records about the people making the 
complaints or those being complained 
 about. 
Beth Lambert, 
dispatcher for the 
BO Police Depart- 
ment, said that 
when complaints 
come in about 
large parties, usu- 
ally by college 
students, they are 
warned to clean 
up the trash How- 
Mercury cleanup 
effects community 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ever, she said there is no way to deter- 
mine if college students arc the cause 
of litter problems within the city. 
"When it gets nicer outside, peo- 
ple have more parties outside and 
there tends to be more trash." Lam- 
bert said. 
SPRINGFIELD. Ohio — 
Cleanup of a neighborhood mercury 
spill required digging up more than 
200 cubic yards of contaminated dirt 
and debris and came at a COM ol 
nearly $100,000 to taxpayers. 
The eight-day cleanup began 
March 4 when mercury was found in 
an alley and several yards. Investi- 
gators discovered that neighborhood 
children had been playing with and 
breaking open mercury-filled relay 
switches, which had been left in a 
barrel behind an abandoned house. 
Exposure to high levels of mer- 
cury vapor can cause long-term 
health problems of the brain and 
kidneys, especially in unborn chil- 
dren. 
Families in six houses were evac- 
uated while their homes were decon- 
taminated. Tests on 16 children 
showed there were no mercury lev- 
els of any health concern 
The U.S. Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency said Friday that the 
contaminated material will be taken 
to a hazardous-waste landfill. 
Number of women, minorities in state positions doesn't increase 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS. Ohio — Since 
Ohio overhauled its Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity office nine years 
ago. minorities have gained only a 
few state government jobs and the 
number of women in the workforce 
has declined, a newspaper reported. 
A review of state employment 
figures published Saturday by The 
Columbus Dispatch shows minori- 
ties comprised 21.9 percent of the 
54.863 employees on the state pay- 
roll in January 2000. 
That was slightly more than 
1992. a year after then-Gov George 
Voinovich announced with great 
fanfare lhat he was overhauling the 
state's Equal Employment Opportu- 
nity office. 
The newspaper's review also 
noted ihe number of women work- 
ing for the state dropped to 45.5 
percent in 2000. from 48.2 percent 
in 1992. according to figures from 
the Department of Administrative 
Services. 
Blacks make up 11.5 percent and 
women 52 percent of Ohio's popu- 
lation of 11.2 million, according to 
the 1998 census update. 
Like Voinovich. Gov. Bob Tail 
issued an executive order lasl year 
calling for a level playing field in 
slate employment 
"The stale's goal and our goal as 
an administration is to have equal 
opportunity, lo be as inclusive as 
possible." said Brian Hicks. Tali's 
chief of staff. "We've made real 
progress, particularly in areas 
where we have a direct authority 
such as boards and commissions..." 
State statistics show thai in eight 
job   categories   used   to   report 
employment figures to the federal 
government, women gained in five 
— professional, technical, clerical, 
skilled crafis and prolective ser- 
vices. 
Minorities gained in four of 
eight categories — professional, 
technical, office clerical and protec- 
tive services. Minorities lost ground 
in lop jobs for officers and man- 
agers 
The state's effort to recruit 
minorities in prisons and juvenile 
corrections paid dividends. It was 
there thai minorities made the 
biggest gain since 1992. 
Slate officials caution thai com- 
paring employment figures now 
with the 1990s may be somewhat 
misleading. Thai's because calcula- 
tion methods changed regarding 
how employees were grouped in the 
eight categories. 
Of Taft's 512 appointments since 
becoming governor last year. 13.3 
percent were black and 32 percent 
were women. 
The Republican governor 
appointed minorities lo nine boards 
that didn't have minority represen- 
tation previously. 
In the governor's 23-member 
cabinet, two directors — prisons 
chief Reginald A. Wilkinson and 
lottery Director Mitchell J. Brown 
— are minorities. Four women are 
in Taft's cabinet. 
State Rep. Ray Miller. D-Colum- 
bus. said he hasn't seen any 
improvement for minorities in the 
stale workforce. 
"He's focused on boards and 
commissions," Miller said. "Thai's 
important, but not nearly as impor- 
tant to me as hiring in the adminis- 
tration." 
IUJ 
UHooked on Playstation: 
,b° checkout        (*j$A 
fy Gaming Source*- 7fi 
ffo'uiu)UJ.bgncu)s.com/games 
j§|$  PERFECT THING!! j§£$ 
920 E. WOOSTER ST. #2&3: Two bedroom furnished 
apartments.FffEE GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER. Across from 
Kohl Hall.  $715.00 per month plus electric for a 12 month lease. 
1024 E. WOOSTER #REC ROOM: Two bedroom partially 
furnished lower apartment.  FREE GAS HEAT. WATER & 
SEWER.  $ 545.00 per month plus electric for a 12 month lease. 
332 S. Main St. 








Fir. & Sal. 
over 21- $2.00 
under 21-$3.00 
Wed. & Thurs. 
over 21- $1.00 
under 21- $1.00 
Howard's Club H 
MARCH 
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'Beat The Clock" Special 
Monday and Tuesday 
5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. 
The time you call 
is the price you pay for a 
Large 1-item pizza? 
826 Main St. 353-7272 
r ""■"" 
I    I Topping Pizza, 
Jl Order of Breadsticks 
& 2 Liter of Coke 
! $11.99 
1 Exp. in 30 days 







$7.99  i $13.991 
I ■ 
Exp in 30 days        Exp in 30 days    J 
{ 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
bgnews com/now 
"Fantasia 2000" is larger than life 
JAMES ELDRED 
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER 
When "Fantasia"' was first 
released in 1940. Walt Disney 
planned to constantly update the 
film and re-release it periodically 
with new pieces inserted among 
old favorites. Now, 60 years 
later, Walt Disney's dream is 
realized with the amazing "Fan- 
tasia 2000," an animated master- 
piece featuring incredible new 
sequences set to classical music. 
Currently, the film is only 
playing in a few dozen giant 
IMAX theaters across the coun- 
try. These theaters have huge 
screens, hitting the five-story 
mark, and are accompanied by 
state of the art digital surround 
sound that sounds amazingly 
lifelike. The effect is an experi- 
ence that is like nothing else; it 
just has to be seen to be believed. 
.Even the most jaded movie-goer 
will find their jaw dropping at the 
quality of the experience only an 
IMAX theater can provide. 
The animators of "Fantasia 
2000," thankfully, took advan- 
tage of this deluxe movie format 
by creating nine visually stun- 
ning pieces that make the giant 
screen  come  alive  with  bright 
colors and amazing images. 
The movie starts out slow, 
with a long, bizarre abstract 
piece featuring battling triangles. 
This is probably the only piece 
that does not take full advantage 
of the capabilities an IMAX the- 
ater has to offer. The animation, 
while interesting, is nothing 
spectacular. It doesn't fit the 
music as well as the other seg- 
ments, and it drags on too long. 
Things quickly pick up. how- 
ever, as the second piece, set to 
Ottorino Respighi's 'The Pines 
of Rome," takes full advantage 
of the larger-than-life screen by 
offering us incredible images of 
gigantic computer-animated 
whales that . magically fly 
through the water and the sky. 
This segment sets the tone for 
the rest of the film, with an 
amazing blend of traditional and 
computer animation that, at 
times, was so good I couldn't tell 
which was which. In some of the 
best animation I have ever seen, I 
witnessed dark demons of fire 
reign down sulfur, giant waves 
tower over Noah's Ark and a 
small tin soldier battle a deadly 
duel with an evil jack-in-the-box. 
Each feature, even the one with 
yo-yo flinging flamingoes, left 
me breathless. Even 'The Sor- 
cerer's Apprentice" looks better 
\i >A > 






RETURN OF THE MICK—Mickey Mouse returns as "The Sorcer- 
er's Apprentice," in the Disney/IMAX presentation of "Fantasia 
2000." "Fantasia 2000" is currently playing on the gigantic IMAX 
screens across the United States. 
Jay Smith M.D. 
General Medicine & Pain Management 
Accepting New Patients 




Fun Summer Jobs with fun, 






•Temporary Tattoo Artists 
•Antique Photographers* 
•Cashiers* 
* Surfing kN Af,es at V> 30 per hour' 
■  Ap*rtmf nit av aiUhlp tot tiu.ilif.nl ratph 
(all 4I9-625-S376 
BCSU Theatre Department 
Presents Ah Sin! 
Bret Harte / Mark Twain 






Showing at Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hall 
Tickets: $3 
To reserve seats, 
call 372-2719 THEATRE 
Photo Provided 
FANTASIA 2K—An Al Hirschfield inspired sequence from Dis- 
ney's "Fantasia 2000." "Fantasia 2000" is playing on an IMAX 
screen in Dearborn, Michigan. 
on the IMAX screen, despite the 
fact the film was not made for 
such a large format 
While almost every segment 
in this movie was incredible, two 
stood out for their originality and 
amazing animation. The first is 
set to Gershwin's "Rhapsody in 
Blue" and tells interwoven sto- 
ries of hardship and unhappiness 
in the city. The style is unlike 
anything Disney has ever done, 
and New York City, in shades of 
Eurple and blue, has never been 
etter. 
The other, set to Stravinsky's 
"Firebird Suite" is completely 
different in both style and sub- 
stance. It's an odd piece with 
environmental overtones, as a 
Sirit of life battles a demon of 
e for control of a forest. What- 
ever its overt meanings are. it 
looks amazing, greatly benefiting 
from computer coloring that 
make it brighter and more color- 
ful than real life. The piece 
seems to be heavily influenced 
by those of Japanese animes. 
with its emphasis on dramatic- 
action and Japanese-style charac- 
ters. 
Watching any movie on an 
IMAX screen is'an experience to 
remember, but this film took the 
experience one step further. On a 




the   gargantuan 
it's  absolutely 
TICKET INFORMATION: 
"Fantasia 2000" is currently 
playing al the IMAX theater in the 
Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn 






. niuild Duck and yo- 




, right at home on the * 
gigantic IMAX 
screen 
More entertaining to 
r»rs on Wooster 
9 Stars • Cheek it out 
I Stare a Don't mias it 
■ 1 Stni 
ofT walcruq 
LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us! 
gQSTHl'RSTiN, ■ I wo Bedrooms, I Bath, I urnished 
School Year- Two Person Rate- S590.00 
One Year- Two Person Rale- S510.00 
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year- Two Person Rate- S475.00 
One Year- I wo Person Rale- $405.00 
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer. 
Furnished Flln ieni ies with Full Hath 
School Year- One Perdson Rale- $350.00 
One Year- One Person Rale- S320.00 
605 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished. 
School Year- One Person Rale- $175.00 
One Year- One Person Kale- S33O.O0 
707 SIXTH -Two llcdrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished- School Year -1 wo Person Rate- $535.00 
Furnished- One Year   1 wo Person Rale - $440.00 
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall Dishwashers. 
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550.00 
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rale - $465.00 
SIS si \ I MM   In,. l'„.,| rooms  I l'"«l> Vanitj in Hall, 
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rale- $535.00 
I urnished- One Year- Two Person Rale- $4-10.00 
5051 11 n i .ii      ,o Bi droom I urnished, l Bath Phis Vanity. 
School Year- Two Person Rale- $610.00 
One Year- I wo Person Rale-S540 00 
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Bath. 
School Year- Two Person Rale- $586 00 
One Year- Two Person Rale- $49000 
825 Jim Hi)-One Bedroom, Furnished, I Bath 
School Year- On,- Person Rale- $425.00 
One Year- One Person Rale- $375.00 
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, I Bath plus Vanity in BR. School 
Year- Two Person Rate- $560 00 
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00 
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00 
One Year- $465.00 
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths 
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00 
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00 
HOUSES FOR RENT      I 
712 FOURTH #E - NFWIY CONSTRUCTFD 3 Bfirifflom. 2 Bath with 
dishwasher, washer and dryer, limit 3 people. Available May 20,2000. 
$840.00 per month plus all uUrbes. 
1501/2 MANV1LLE ■ One bedroom upstairs unit Limit 2 people. 
$400.00 per month plus all tittlties. Deposit $400.00. ^W.— 
Available May 20.2000. 
714 EIGHTH-Duplex UnN A Oriy. Two 2 bedroom units. LimH 2 people per Jjpl. 
$600.00 per month plus urjffles Deposit $600.00. ■/ 
Available August 24.2000. *%^3      ^t^m 
Call JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Rental Office 354-2260 
For Your Convenience We Arc Located At 
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taoo Bell 
Slam this "Gate" 
JEFF McGINNIS 
ESTKRTAINMI ST WRIT! R 
It's almost like moviegoers share 
an unspoken agreement with films 
like "The Ninth Gate." Yes. the audi 
ence says, we'll suspend disbelicl 
and allow a movie to lake us on an 
odd and offbeat journey, full of 
bizarre questions - but there must 
be something worthwhile for us al 
the end. If it turns out there's noth- 
ing of the sort, the audience feels 
more than disappointed, they feel 
betrayed. 
"The Ninth Gate" is like that, a 
film thai seems to set up fascinating 
and interesting possibilities, and fol 
lows through on none of them. 
Roman Polanski's supernatural 
thriller has all the ingredients neces 
sary foi a successful entertainment: 
Good performances, skilled direct- 
ing, an intriguing Story and fascinat- 
ing opportunities But it's all under 
mined by an ending which resolves 
nothing and leaves the audience 
with no fewer questions than before 
"The Ninth Gate" knows all about 
selup. tension and mystery, but noth- 
ing about resolution. 
The film stars Johnny Depp, in 
another excellent performance, as 
Dean Corso, a "book detective" who 
is first seen swindling a family out 
Ol ..niie valuable tomes for a frac- 
tion of their value. He is soon hired 
by the seemingly eccentric Boris 
Balkan (Frank l.angclla), the owner 
of .1 >:I-I collection of books about 
one subject - the Devil. The most 
rare of his books. "The Nine Gates." 
contains .1 series of engravings with 
which one can supposedly summon 
Satan to Earth. Balkan instructs 
Corso to seek out the other two 
copies of the book in existence, and 
validate their authenticity. 
Corso's expedition takes him 
across Europe, in search of the other 
two texts, his steps seemingly shad- 
owed al every tum. The film does a 
gcxxl job of heightening both the 
mystery and the tension during these 
passages, as Corso finds odd dis- 
crepancies between ihe varying edi- 
tions of ihe book, suggesting that 
their author may have been working 
with Salan himself. 
Sadly, though, none of this ever 
pays off in a satisfying way. The 
film sets up its various plot threads 
and characters in a very deliberate 
way. seemingly assuring thai it all 
will pay off later in the film. But 
nothing ever does. Without giving 
away any of the story, it can only be 
said thai it is maddening the Way 
practically none of the questions 
raised in the film are dealt with. 
Une character in particular is 
especially troubling. Corso is at 
times accompanied on his journey- 
by a girl (Emmanuelle Seigner), 
never really given a name, who 
seems to have supernatural abilities. 
I he character is deliberately left 
vague, with clues to her true identity 
dropped on occasion, leaving the 
audience guessing at the answers. 
But none are ever given. This is typ- 
ical of the film's last 20 minutes, in 
which the delicate structure of 
intriguing mystery the film had buill 
is tossed aside in favor of chase 
scenes, violent rituals, and non-con- 
clusions. 
It's a shame, how much is 
promised and so little is delivered. 
The Ninth Gale" is a movie filled 
w iih possibilities, none of which arc 
realized. It's well-made and features 
intriguing ideas, but the thoroughly 
disappointing climax renders every- 
thing else moot. "The Ninth Gate" is 
the cinematic equivalent of a poker 
Muli - 11 plays Us hand close to the 
chest, teasing the presence of some- 
thing truly valuable, when all it has 
is a pair of threes. 
Photo Provided 
•GATE'KEEPER—Johnny 
Depp   is   trapped   in   Roman 




& leadership skills. 




"Passing the Gavel" 
offic-'' Transition and constitution RPVIP> 
Presented by Christine celestino-Boes. 
Student Support Services 
March 28th 
"Should we do plan 
A. B, or XV 
Decision Mak.no Ethical Scenarios 
April 4th 
"Leadership styles 
with Dr. Suess" 
"Mill Styles 




7:30 - 9pm 
Office of Student Activities 
I ol the OHire ol Student l.le   Division ol student AHair 
quest.ont   pleate cjll   m-7W or *m,t J04 South Hull 
T 




Tulsa ends tournament run of Martinless Cincinnati, 69-61 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — This 
time, there was nothing Kenyon 
Martin could do. 
The Cincinnati All-American sat 
at the end of the bench, crutches 
beside him on the floor. His leg was 
broken, and so was the Bearcats' 
season. 
"It's hard when you can't help," 
he said Sunday after second-seeded 
Cincinnati lost 69-61 to Tulsa in the 
second round of the South Regional. 
"It is a helpless feeling. It's very 
tough in this room right now. It's 
something that can't be explained in 
words." 
There was nothing the injured 
center could do stop Eric Coley and 
seventh-seeded Tulsa from moving 
on to face Miami in the round of 16. 
As for Cincinnati, it was another 
second-round meltdown. 
Coley had 16 points and 16 
rebounds, and Tulsa (31-4) went on 
a 14-0 tear over four minutes late in 
the second half to wipe out a five- 
point deficit. 
Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins 
knows better than anyone how much 
of a difference Martin would have 
made. 
"If Ken's playing, he's guarding 
Coley and he gets 16 and 16," he 
said. "It's certainly not an alibi or an 
excuse. We've still got good enough 
players to win. Tulsa did a good 
job." 
Still, Huggins could not forget 
Martin, who broke his leg in the 
Conference USA tournament. 
"It's tough seeing him sitting 
there with a cast on," the coach said. 
"It's tough for the rest of our seniors. 
I'm going to coach some more, 
probably. This is it for those four 
guys and it's tough." 
Two of Cincinnati's seniors tried 
to make up for Martin. Pete Mick- 
eal. who fouled out, had 16 points 
and 11 rebounds, and Ryan Fletcher, 
starting in Martin's place, had 13 
points, including five straight that 
put Cincinnati (29-4) in front 50-45 
after the Bearcats wiped out an early 
16-point Tulsa lead. 
But the Golden Hurricane 
showed great resolve, going on a 
tear that was touched off by Dante 
Swanson's 3-pointer. 
In four minutes they reconstruct- 
ed their lead to nine points and 
Cincinnati never recovered. 
"Wow, did we play down the 
stretch," coach Bill Self said. 
'They're a terrific team even with- 
out Kenyon. There should not be an 
asterisk beside this." 
Coley dominated the boards, set- 
ting a career high with the 16 
rebounds. 
"It seemed like I was in the right 
place at the right time," he said. "I 
was just attacking the boards, trying 
to get my hands on every ball." 
"Eric's been doing that all year 
long." teammate Brandon Kurtz 
said. "It's just that it's on a national 
stage now." 
Greg Harrington, who was sad- 
dled with three early fouls and sat 
most of the first half, returned to the 
game and energized Tulsa's run 
beating Cincinnati's half-court trap 
on possession after possession and 
converting some easy shots. 
"They started solving it and we 
got a little tired." Huggins said. "We 
had guys not used to playing that 
amount of minutes." 
It was the fourth straight year that 
Cincinnati has failed to advance past 
the second round of the tournament. 
This time, though, it was with Mar- 
tin seated at the end of the bench. 
He was teary-eyed as Tulsa 
charged to an early lead. 
The Golden Hurricane ran off 13 
straight points and built a 19-7 lead. 
That widened to 28-14 as the 
Bearcats seemed lost under Tulsa's 
barrage. The Hurricane held a 27-19 
rebounding edge at halftime but 
Cincinnati had sliced the lead to just 
seven, 31-24. 
Swanson and David Shelton had 
14 each for Tulsa, and Tony Heard 
added 10. 
"After this game, people should 
know who we are," Swanson said. 
'They might think of it as a fluke. 
We have to show it was not." 
Associated Press Photo 
HUGGINS — UC coach Bob Huggins looks on during a recent press conference. Huggins and 
company once again were bounced from the tournament early. 
Hurricanes shock 3rd-seeded Buckeyes 
Associated Press Photo 
REESE — Ohio State's George Reese drives the baseline in a 
recent game. Reese and company could not get past Miami in 
the second round of the NCAA tournament yesterday. 
Women's Tournament 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NASHVILLE, Term. — Johnny 
Hemsley scored 24 points as 
Miami upset third-seeded Ohio 
State 75-62 on Sunday to 
advance to the round of 16 for 
the first time. 
Miami (23-10) had never won 
an NCAA tournament game 
before last season, let alone two 
in the same year. The loss spoiled 
the Buckeyes hopes for a return 
trip to the Final Four. 
Sixth-seeded Miami will play 
seventh-seeded Tulsa in the 
South Regional semifinals Friday 
in Austin, Texas. Tulsa beat sec- 
ond-seeded Cincinnati 69-61. 
Elton Tyler added 20 points 
for Miami, and John Salmons 
had 13. 
Scoonie Perm led the Buck- 
eyes (23-8) with 19 points, eight 
of them in a 90-second span late 
in the game after Miami had 
taken a 13-point lead. Michael 
Redd added 13 before fouling 
out with 4:17 left to play, and 
George Reese had 11. 
The smaller Hurricanes 
scrapped their way to a 41-26 
rebounding advantage and out- 
shot the Buckeyes, hitting 26-of- 
51 (51 percent) to Ohio State's 20- 
of-56 (36 percent).  
Miami never let Ohio State get 
into the offensive flow it used to 
route Appalachian State in the 
first round Friday. 
Hemsley's back-to-back 3- 
pointers gave the Hurricanes a 
56-51 lead with 6:16 to play. 
Hemsley fired another 3-point 
attempt on the next possession to 
beat the shot clock, and Mario 
Bland snared the long rebound. 
He passed to Tyler, who hit a 15- 
footer to make it 58-51. 
Redd, the Buckeyes' leading 
scorer, picked up two fouls in a 
span of 18 seconds and left with 
4:17 to play. 
A basket and two free throws 
by Salmons made it 62-51 with 
four minutes to go, and Tyler 
added a field goal to make it 64- 
51. 
Miami closed the first half 
with a flurry. 
With just seconds left. Redd 
picked off a pass at midcourt and 
soared in for a dunk, which he 
slammed off the back of the rim. 
Ohio State's Brian Brown, trail- 
ing the play, got the rebound and 
promptly ran over Hemsley for a 
charge. 
The Hurricanes quickly 
inbounded and Salmons 
launched a long 3-pointer that 
beat the buzzer for a 36-31 lead. 
Louisiana Tech begins tournament strong 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Louisiana Tech began its final 
NCAA women's tournament run 
under coach Leon Barmore with 
authority. 
Tamicha Jackson had 24 points 
and Ayana Walker had 14 points. 10 
rebounds and five blocked shots as 
No. 3 Louisiana Tech routed Alcorn 
State 95-53 Saturday in the first 
round of the Midwest Regional at 
Ruston. La. 
The game began the final phase 
of Barmore's coaching career at 
Tech. He announced Friday that he 
would step down as coach alter the 
season, ending an 18-year run in 
which he posted the highest winning 
percentage (.872) in major college 
basketball. 
Saturday's victory improved his 
record to 518-76. 
Walker said defense was the key 
to the win for Tech (29-2). Alcorn 
State finished 22-?. 
"Coach is always on us about 
defense." Walker, who played just 
22 minutes, said. "I thought in the 
second half my defense was much 
belter." 
Tech's relentless pressure held 
Alcorn State to 32 percent shooting 
for the game and just 6-of-25 from 
the field in the second half. 
"We made them come out to gel 
shots and face us in the second half." 
Jackson said. 
Tech. one of two teams to have 
played in every NCAA tournament, 
made short work of an Alcorn State 
team making its debut. 
"A lot of people will look at this 
score and say. 'Well, it was their first 
tournament.' but we were never 
scared." Alcorn State coach Shirley 
Walker said. "We got beat by 40- 
some. but overall I don't feel bad 
about the way we played." 
In the other first-round game at 
Ruston. Vanderbilt beat Kansas 71- 
69 in double overtime. 
Jillian Danker and Ashley McEl- 
hiney each hit a free throw in the 
final 30 seconds of double OT to lift 
the Commodores (21-12). After 
McElhiney's free throw with 2.6 
seconds left. Kansas had a chance to 
win but Lynn Pride's 3-point attempt 
bounced off the back rim at the 
buzzer. 
Kansas finished at 20-10. 
In other regionals: East 
At West Lafayette, Ind. 
Oklahoma 86, BYU 81 
Phylesha Whaley scored a sea- 
son-high 33 points and became 
Oklahoma's career scoring leader to 
pace the Sooners (24-7). Whaley 
now has 2.152 career points, break- 
ing the record of 2.147 set by Molly 
McGuire from 1980-83. 
Purdue 70, Dartmouth 66 
Last-minute starter Mackenzie 
Curies hit a shon jumper in the 
final minute for the defending 
NCAA champions, who blew a 20- 
point first half lead. 
At Durham, N.C. 
Western  Kentucky 68, Mar- 
quette 65 
ShaRae Mansfield scored 17 
points, including two free throws in 
the closing seconds, to lift Western 
Kentucky (22-9). 
Duke 71, Campbell 42 
Missy West scored 15 points as 
Duke (27-5) moved to the second 
round for the sixth straight year. 
Duke's Georgia Schweitzer, the 
ACC player of the year, was held to 
II points. 
Mideast 
At Lubbock, Texas 
Tulane 65, Vermont 60 
Grace Daley scored 30 points and 
No. 22 Tulane (27-4) overcame a 
13-point second-half deficit to 
advance. 
The Green Wave (27-4) trailed 
48-35 with 12:23 lo play after Ver- 
mont (25-6) opened the second half 
with a 21-3 run. But Vermont man- 
aged only 12 points the rest of the 
game. 
Texas Tech 83, Tennessee Tech 
54 
Aleah Johnson scored 22 points 
and Plenelte Pierson added 18 to 
pace third-seeded Texas Tech (26-4). 
Tennessee Tech finished the season 
24-9. 
At Knoxville, Tenn. 
Arizona 73, Kent 61 
Lisa Griffith scored 19 points, 
including three 3-pointers in a sec- 
ond-half charge, to lead No. 21 Ari- 
zona (25-6). Arizona took a 23-point 
lead midway through the second 
half before Kent (25-6) fought back. 
Tennessee 90, Furman 38 
Semeka Randall scored 17 points 
as top-seeded Tennessee turned in a 
record-selting defensive perfor- 
mance and dominated Furman. 
The Lady Vols held Furman to 20 
percent shooting (l3-of-64) — the 
lowest field goal percentage in the 




SMU 64, North Carolina State 
63 
Katie Remke hit a tree throw 
with 2 seconds remaining as 12th- 
seeded SMU (22-8) pulled the upset 
over fiflh-seeded NC State (20-9). 
Old Dominion 94, Wis-Grecn 
Bay 85 
Hamehetou Maiga scored 24 
points and Luciennc Berthicu added 
19 as fourth-seeded Old Dominion 
(28-4) advanced lo the second 
round. 
West 
At Athens, Ga. 
Georgia 74, Montana 46 
Top-seeded Georgia over- 
whelmed Montana with stifling 
defense, while Coco Miller scored 
16 points and Shala Crawford added 
15 for the Lady Bulldogs (30-3). 
• See LOUISIANA, page 8. 
Michigan State advances 
CLEVELAND — Mateen 
Cleaves couldn't bare the thought of 
never playing another game in his 
Michigan State uniform. 
And once Cleaves decided his 
college career wasn't ending Satur- 
day, Utah couldn't do anything to 
stop him. 
"It was like a demon came out of 
him or something," Spartans for- 
ward Morris Peterson said. 
Cleaves scored 21 points — 13 in 
the second half — as No. 1 seed 
Michigan State rallied and earned a 
chance to play close to home next 
week with a 73-61 win over Utah in 
the second round of NCAA Midwest 
Regional. 
Michigan State (28-7) will play 
Syracuse on Thursday in ihe region- 
al semifinals in Auburn Hills. Mich., 
about an 80-mile drive from the 
Spartans' East Lansing campus. 
The fourth-seeded Orangemen 
moved on Saturday with a 52-50 
victory over fifth-seeded Kentucky. 
"We're going back to friendly 
territory." Michigan State coach 
Tom Izzo said. "Unfortunately, we'll 
never get enough tickets " 
For a while, tickets were the least 
of Michigan Slate's problems. 
Utah (23-9). reduced to just 
seven scholarship players because of 
injuries. led for most of the first half 
and had a three-point advantage at 
the break. 
That's when Izzo gave his players 
a pep talk they won't forget 
"He got in our faces, he got in the 
faces of everybody there." said 
Cleaves. "Thank God we were able 
to answer the bell. 
Cleaves, the senior point guard 
who turned down NBA millions for 
a chance to win an NCAA title, 
scored 11 points during 27-7 run that 
put the Spartans in control and in the 
regional semis. 
During the spree. Cleaves did a 
little bit of everything. He made a 
pair of 3-pointers. set up his team- 
mates for easy baskets, got the 
Michigan State crowd fired up and 
finally put away the eighth-seeded 
Utes (23-9). 
"That's why he's a great leader.'' 
said Syracuse center Elan Thomas, 
who stuck around long enough to 
watch Michigan State open a 14- 
point lead in the second half. 
Sitting in the locker room at hal- 
time, the possibility of losing hit 
Cleaves right between Ihe eyes. 
"When it's your senior year, all 
you start thinking about is, 'Man, 
this could be the last time on the 
floor. St could have been my last 
game in the green and white. And I 
wasn't ready for that." 
Andre Hutson added 19 poinls 
and Morris Peterson had 13 for 
Michigan Stale, two victories away 
from getting back to a second 
straight Final Four. 
I I.inno Mottola led the Utes with 
16 points, Tony Harvey had 15 and 
Alex Jensen 13 for the Utes, who 
shot 52 percent from the floor and 
made just nine turnovers. 
Utah didn't figure to have much 
of a chance. But coach Rick Majerus 
prepared his team well and the Utes 
never backed down. 
"All of the injuries just made our 
margin for error real small," Jensen 
said. 
Majerus, who cried during ihe 
posigame news conference talking 
about his team's effort, had nothing 
but praise for Michigan State. 
Associated Pieaa Photo 
PETERSON — MSU's Morris 
Peterson backs down a 
defender In a recent contest. 
"If 1 could pick one learn, I'd be 
the jockey for that horse," he said. 
"We've played the national champi- 
on four times in this tournament. 
These guys have got the look of a 
national champ. 
"They're awful damn good. 
There's a reason they are seeded No 
1.1 really like uieir team. It must be 
fun to coach them." 
Michigan State lost all three 
games it trailed at halftime during 
the regular season, and when Utah 
made its first four shots of the sec- 
ond half, the Spartans looked like 
they might be in trouble. 
But Cleaves, who made four 3- 
pointers, was about to change that. 
His 3-pointer from the top of the 
key brought the Spartans within 43- 
42 with 16:36 left, and as he retreat- 
ed on defense. Cleaves urged on the 
Michigan State cheering section and 
then screamed "Let's Go!" and 
slapped hands with his teammates as 
they passed him near midcourt. 
"Mateen is the kind of player that 
can rise up," Izzo said. "When he 
gets mad he's even better. He's an 
easy guy to challenge." 
Utah missed a chance to gel some 
momentum back when Jeff Johnsen 
fumbled an alley-oop pass, and after 
a timeout. Cleaves made sure the 
Utes would never recover. 
He split two defenders with a 
crossover dribble near the foul line, 
and then ducked under Mottola for a 
double-pumping layup to give the 
Spartans a 44-43 lead — uieir first 
since 11-9. 
Sensing the kill. Michigan State, 
which held Valparaiso to 25-percent 
shooting in the first round, lien 
turned up its defensive pressure and 
suddenly the shots Utah was getting 
in Ihe first half were gone. 
Peterson and A.J. Granger hit 3- 
pointers as Michigan Slate opened a 
57-47 lead, and Cleaves drained 
another trey Vith 7:30 remaining to 
make it 64-50. 
A few moments later. Cleaves 
found Peterson for an alley-oop 
dunk that punctuated the win and 
brought out two banners. 
One said: "Next stop. Auburn 
Hills." 
The other might have said it all: 
"Cleavcsland. Ohio." 




Purdue, Wisconsin advance to Sweet 16        Penguins nip Rangers 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Call it the Wild West Regional. 
Wisconsin stopped Arizona, Gon- 
zaga knocked off St. John's and Pur- 
due beat Oklahoma to make it a 
clean sweep of the top three seeds in 
the suddenly wide-open regional. 
Mark Vershaw scored 15 points 
as eighth-seeded Wisconsin upset 
top-seeded Arizona 66-59 on Satur- 
day in Salt Lake City. 
On Arizona's home floor in Tuc- 
son, Matt Santangelo scored 26 
points as No. 10 Gonzaga beat No. 2 
St John's 82-76. and Jaraan Cornell 
scored 13 of his 15 points in the final 
9:30 in No. 6 Purdue's 66-62 victory 
over No. 3 Oklahoma. 
Wisconsin successfully slowed 
the pace against speedy Arizona. 
"I'm not sure I can adequately 
describe how good we feel or how 
proud I am of this team." coach Dick 
Bennett said. "They accepted the 
game plan and employed it as close 
to perfect as humanly possible. To 
defend a good shooting team like 
Arizona is something I'll remember 
for a long, long time." 
The Badgers limited the Wildcats 
to 39 percent shooting. 
"It was a tough lesson to learn," 
Arizona coach Lute Olson said. "It 
was very obvious that the better 
team won this game from the stand- 
point of maturity and toughness." 
Maurice Linton scored nine of his 
14 points in the final 2:57 for the 
Badgers (20-13), who won two 
games in an NCAA tournament for 
the first time since winning the 
national championship in 1941. 
Arizona (27-7), the 1997 champi- 
on, is the first No. 1 seed to lose in 
the second round since Rhode Island 
beat Kansas in the 1998 Midwest 
Regional. 
Freshman Gilbert Arenas led the 
Wildcats with 21 points. 
In the regional semifinals Thurs- 
day in Albuquerque. N.M., Wiscon- 
sin will face fourth-seeded LSU. and 
Gonzaga will play Purdue. LSU beat 
Texas 72-67 in Salt Lake City. 
In the Midwest Regional semifi- 
nals in Auburn Hills, Mich., Michi- 
gan State will play Syracuse, and 
Iowa State will face UCLA. 
In Cleveland, Michigan Slate 
beat Utah 73-61 and Syracuse edged 
Kentucky 52-50. In Minneapolis. 
Iowa State beat Auburn 79-60 and 
UCLA routed Maryland 105-70. 
Gonzaga, which reached the West 
final a year ago as the 10th seed, 
shouldn't be considered a sleeper 
anymore. 
"We're still fighting for respect" 
Santangelo said. "Any label you put 
on us means we're still playing and 
we're still  winning. That's  what 
counts right now." 
Santangelo made 6-of-l0 3- 
pointers, including three in the final 
eight minutes as the Bulldogs (26-8) 
pulled away. 
Erick Barkley led St. John's (25- 
8) with 21 points. 
Purdue reached the final 16 for 
the second straight year. 
Oreg McQuay led the Boilermak- 
ers (23-9) with 16 points. Nolan 
Johnson had 20 points for Oklahoma 
(27-7). 
LSU 72, Texas 67 
Stromile Swift had 23 points and 
10 rebounds and Brian Beshara 
came up with a big steal with just 
over a minute to play for LSU. The 
fourth-seeded Tigers (28-5) have 
won 12 of their last 13 games. 
It was tied at 60 at the three- 
minute mark, but LSI! scored the 
next six points. Bright split the 
Texas defense for a layup, Swift 
scored over Texas' Gabe Muoneke. 
and Beshara made two free throws 
after intercepting a pass in the Long- 
horns' backcourt 
Ivan Wagner led Texas (24-9) 
with 19 points. 
Midwest Regional 
Syracuse 52, Kentucky SO 
Preston Shumpert's jumper with 
37 seconds left was the difference 
for the fourth-seeded Orangemen 
(26-5). 
Kentucky, which beat Syracuse 
in the 1996 title game, set up its 
offense after three late timeouts and 
a foul that stopped the clock with 5.9 
seconds left. 
With the Orangemen bunched 
inside in a tight zone, Keith Bogans 
drove the lane and tossed up an off- 
balance 10-fooler that came up 
short. Tayshaun Prince missed on a 
lip as the horn sounded. 
Shumpert    finished    with    12 
points.   Elan  Thomas   had   nine 
points,   10   rebounds   and   three 
blocked shots before fouling oui 
with 3:46 left. Bogans and Jamaal 
Magloire each  had  12 points for 
Kentucky (23-10). 
At Minneapolis 
Iowa St 79, Auburn 60 
All-Ameriean  forward  Marcus 
Fizer scored 16 of his 22 points in 
the second half and had 12 rebounds 
for second-seeded Iowa State. 
Stevie Johnson added 21 points 
for ihe Cyclones (31-5). who won 
the school's first regular-season con- 
ference title in 55 years and set a 
school record for victories after 
being picked lo finish last in the Big 
12. Marquis Daniels led Auburn (24- 
10) with 12 points. 
UCLA 105, Maryland 70 
UCLA won its eighth  straight 
game.Earl Watson had 17 points and 
a school-record 16 assists. 
Tin: AssoriATtn PRESS 
PITTSBURGH — Jaromir Jagr 
had three assists in his first game 
in nearly a month and Ihe Pitts- 
burgh Penguins scored twice in a 
43-second span of Ihe third peri- 
od to overtake (he New York 
Rangers 5-4 Sunday night. 
Martin Straka scored Ihe lying 
goal at 6:19 o( Ihe third before (in 
Slegr's soft wrist shot sailed over 
goalie Mike Richter's right 
shoulder at 7:02 afler Ihe Pen- 
guins failed three limes lo hold 
leads. 
Clearly helped by Jagr's 
return following a 12-game lay- 
off caused by (high and ham- 
string injuries, Ihe Penguins 
vaulted by the Rangers and the 
Montreal Canadiens into seventh 
place in Ihe crowded eastern 
Conference playoff race. 
The Penguins have 74 points 
to Montreal's 73 and the 
Rangers' 72. New York lost for 
Ihe first lime in the 22 games this 
season they have scored four or 
more goals. Five teams are sepa- 
raled by four points as they con- 
lend for the final two spots in the 
Eastern Conference playoffs. 
Jagr, who has surgery last 
month to remove a blood clol 
from his left thigh, was supposed 
to play only 10 minutes bul 
instead played about twice that 
in his first Ihree-poinl game since 
a seven-point night against Ihe 
New York Islanders on Dec. 30. 
Jagr's points were his first 
since he scored a goal Feb. 14 
against Vancouver and gave him 
a NHL-leading 88 for the season. 
Despite a three-game scoreless 
streak followed by the 12-game 
injury layoff, Jagr relained Ihe 
league scoring lead. 
Straka had two goals and 
Alexei Kovalev, traded by Ihe 
Rangers lo Pittsburgh last sea- 
son, matched his career high 
with four points — a goal and 
three assists — as Pittsburgh ral- 
lied after failing to hold leads of 
1-0,2-1 and 3-2. 
Straka especially benefited 
from Jagr's return, scoring his 
first two goals — his 16th and 
17th — since he had a goal Feb. 
19 at Florida. 
Spring Training 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Alter an absence of more than a 
year. Kerry Wood returned to the 
mound Saturday, testing his surgi- 
calh repaired elbow by throwing 15 
pitches in the Chicago Cubs' 8-7 
loss to the White Sox in a split- 
squad game Saturday. 
The 1998 NL Rookie of the Year 
threw 10 strikes in the game at 
Mesa. Ariz. He pitched one inning, 
allowing a single to Mike Caruso, 
his first batter. 
"1 felt like I was just out there 
playing catch." said Wood, who had 
reconstructive elbow surgery after 
tearing a ligament in his first spring 
stan last year. "I was just happy to 
be out there. I forgot how much fun 
it was." 
Before a sellout crowd of 12.426. 
Sammy Sosa hit a two-run homer, 
his eighth of spring. 
The day's other big game was in 
Caracas. Venezuela, where John 
Rocker was booed and hit hard in 
Ihe Atlanta Braves' 13-5 win over 
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays. 
In his second outing this spring. 
the controversial reliever entered in 
Ihe sixth inning, after Kerry Ligten- 
beig was hit in the face by a ball off 
the bat of Quinton McCracken. 
The crowd of 28.352 booed, and 
fRocker allowed five of six batters to 
■reach, (hrowing just 10 of 26 pilches 
|for strikes. 
,     Rocker, suspended for ihe first 
iwo weeks of the season by commis- 
sioner Bud Selig for disparaging for- 
eigners, homosexuals and minorities 
in a magazine interview, walked 
Dave Martinez and Jose Canseco, 
then gave up an RBI single to Steve 
Cox for Tampa Bay's first run. 
John Flaherty hit into a run-scor- 
ing double play, Herbert Perry dou- 
bled in a run. Bubba Trammell 
walked and Scon Sobkowiak 
relieved. 
Looking ahead to another trip, 
Ismael Valdes. penciled in as the 
starter for the Cubs' opener in Japan 
against the New York Mets, has a 
dead arm and might be done for the 
rest of Ihe spring. The Meis made a 
move, trading reliever Jesse Orosco 
to St. Louis for infielder-outfielder 
Joe McEwing. 
Orosco gol Ihe final out of the 
Mets' 1986 World Series victory 
over Boston. New York acquired 
him from Cleveland in December. 
"I'm a little disappointed. I'd 
love lo stay here, it's a great ballclub 
and a great bunch of guys." Orosco 
said al Port St Lucie, Fla. "But il 
was kind of a numbers game here. I 
guess the last four or five days you 
could just flat sense something was 
creeping up." 
In other games: 
Indians 4, Yankees (ss) 1 
At Tampa. Fla.. the Yankees 
spring record dropped lo 5-15. the 
worst in Ihe AL as Einar Diaz hil a 
Iwo-run homer lo lead Cleveland. 
Royals (ss) 11, Yankees (ss) 3 
Al Haines Cily. Fla.. Paul Sorren- 
to drove in five runs with a home 
run. a single and a sacrifice fly. 
Marlins (ss) 6, Royals (ss) 4 
At Melbourne. Fla.. Denek Lee 
hit a three-run homer in the eighth 
off Tim Byrdak as Florida rallied 
from a 4-3 deficit. 
Mets (ss) 7, Marlins (ss) 6 
At Port St. Lucic. Kurt Abbolt 
went 3-for-4 with Iwo RBIs and 
played second, shortstop and center 
field. 
Mets (ss) 3, Astros 1 
At Kissimmee. Fla.. Al Leiler 
won for the third time this spring, 
allowing one run and six hils in six 
innings. 
Reds 5, Phillies 3 
Al Sarasota. Fla.. Jason LaRue 
hit a licbrcaking. iwo-run homer in 
Ihe eighth off Mark Holzemer 
Expos 3, Cardinals 2 
At Jupiter. Fla.. Craig Paquelle. 
filling in al first while Mark McG- 
wire rested a strained groin, hit run- 
scoring doubles in the second and 
fourth innings as St. Louis lost in 10 
innings. 
Dodgers 4, Tigers 1 
At Lakeland, Fla.. Kevin Brown 
pitched five shutout innings against 
Detroit's opening day lineup, and 
Todd Hundley and Chad Kreuler hit 
solo homers. 
Rangers 7, Pirates 5 
Al Port Charlotte, Fla., Ruben 
Matco homered twice and Rafael 
Palmeiro once in a game shortened 
to eight innings because of rain. 
Chicago Cubs' Kerry Wood makes first appearance of spring season 
mm Orioles 3, Twins 2 At Fort Lauderdale. Fla.. Albert 
Belle hit his second homer of the 
spring, raising his batting average (o 
.278. 
Blue jays 3, Red Sox 2 
At Fort Myers, Fla., Brad 
Fullmer was 0-for-l with a walk 
in his first game with Toronto, 
and Chris Woodward hit a run- 
scoring double in a game cut by 
rain to five innings. 
Brewers (ss) 15, Giants 6 
At Phoenix, Jeromy Bumitz 
was 3-for-3 with a first-inning 
grand slam and five RBIs, and 
Marquis Grissom and Geoff 
Jenkins also homered. Grissom 
was 2-for-3 with four RBIs. 
Athletics (ss) 6, Brewers (ss) 0 
Al Phoenix, Matl Stairs hit his 
first home run of the spring and 
Gil Heredia allowed two hils in 
five innings. 
Rockies 3, Athletics (ss) 2 
At Tucson, Ariz., Ron Mahay 
gave up two runs and four hits in 
five innings, and Jeff Manto 
broke an eighth-inning tie with a 




Associated Pre»» Photo 
WOOD — Chicago ace Kerry Wood returned to the mound In an 
exhibition game Saturday. 
LOUISIANA 
.Continued from page 7. 
I     Stanford 81, No. 25 Michigan 
■74, OT 
I     Stanford (21-8) hit 9 of 10 free 
throws in OT for its win over Michi- 
gan (22-8). Milena Flores led Stan- 
ford  (21-8)  with  20 points  and 
Bethany Donaphin added 16. 
At Santa Barbara, Calif. 
North Carolina 62, Maine 57 
LaQuanda.Barksdale scored 16 
of her 23 points in Ihe second half as 
North Carolina rallied (19-12) from 
an 11 -point second half deficit. 
Jamie Cassidy led Maine (20-11) 
with 30 points and nine rebounds. 
Rice 67, No. 9 I ( Santa Bar- 
bara 64 
Kim Smallwood scored 16 of her 
22 points in the second half as Rice 
(22-9), playing in its first NCAA 
tournament, upset UC Santa Bar- 
bara. 
The   loss   snapped   a   26-game 
UCSB winning streak — longest in 
the country. The Gauchos (30-4). 
seeded fourth in ihe West hadn't 
lost since Dec. 4. UCSB had won 25 





Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview. 
lbdrm 9 1/2 - 12 mo. Leases. 




Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe. 
Studios. I bdrm. laundry on sile. 




Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise 
1 bdr.n BRAND NEW 
Starts at $400 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow House 830 Fourth St.. 
1 bdrm. Remodeled 
Starts at $400 
•*»«kview Apt. 1048 N. Main 
—      I & 2 bdrm 
Starts at $365 
f±:   Call 353-5800 
St* t>. out oflV ,ii IMS N. Main Si 
for complete nuiu or Call IS.15S00 
M wo.wcMTtfrg/ -mccca 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000 
224 E.WOOSTER 352-0717 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903,907,915,921 
929, 935 Thurstin) 
GKEINIUAR. INC. 
• 3 bedroom/2 baths 
• Furnished 
• Close to campus 
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace 
...Get Them While They Last! 
Checkout our Website for a complete i 
listing of all our properties. 
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
i 
-TJ { ^- /    tfJ 
THE WORLD'S ILLldiU SECOND HAND STORE 
onfrne 
Everything Is For Safe.., 
Except The Models! 
www.resale2u.com 
Monday, March 20, 2000 The BG News page 9 
SPORTS 
www.bgnews.com/sport* 
National Basltrthall AssiK-laliu 









New Jersey 28 
Washington 22 
























































it •clinched playoff hcrtri 
Saturday's GWM 
New Jersey 92. Milwaukee 90 til 
WashiilFlon KM   I n„ , 
lndi.nu 11 V Charlotte 99 
Boston 104. Dallas 99 
Miami 92. Cleveland 90 til 
San Amonio 102. Denver 82 
Portland 97. Seallle '«. 
Sacramento 104. L A Clappers S3 
Sunday's Kami's 
l-alr t,antes Not Included 
I. A Ukers 92. New York 8< 
t'lah't:   New Jeive> KK 
Toronto 100. Ilimslnn 98 
Detroit 101. Van,ouvci99 
Dallas at Atlanta ml 
Olandti al Philadelphia tnl 
Milwaukee at Minnesota in I 
Phoenix al <■olden Slale mi 
Monday's GMMI 
Houston at t kjvclu 1   ' '0 p m 
Philadelphia at Charlntle   7 10 p ni 
LA Ijkeis II Miami, hpm 
Orlando al thuaeu X 'Up in 
Boston at Ptincnu. 9 pm 
Washington al I. A Clippcis. 10 111 p in 
Tuesday's frames 
New Jersey al Toronto. 7pm 
Miami al Allanla. 7 30 p m 
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OvenintC lOSWf iciutil as a losi and a regulation tie 
S.iluid.n'- Lames 
Boston 1. Pittslmigh 2 
I'liiladclphia 2 
ducago 2. lie 
Deiioil 4  ( iiKiiado 3 
I l.irula 4. \ V   Islanders 2 
Allanla 4. lorcmio I 
. v t aiulina 2 
Buffalo 5 > 
.   i <> IMIawa I 
Siind.nstiames 
I   ,1,   (.nut - Ni.l  In. hut,(I 
ITuludclphia 6. Boston 2 
Washington 5. lamp.. Hi) ] 
I in Jose 3 
Florida al New ),', 
N V kangers at Pittsburgh. In) 
I diuonlon. (nl 
H \naheim. tnl 
Nashville at Los Angeles ml 
MIIUII.IS'S (..inn 
., llutlak. 7 II) pin 
Washington at St   louis.Spm 
Vancouver at C olorado. 9 p m 
loiMl.iss tiamrs 
lainjia lti> at Boston. 7pm 
Atlanta al Oltawa. 7 p til 
Carolina al New Jersey. 7 10 p m 
Pittshuigh.il N s   Kl.n.leiv 7 10 p m 
















































Oestreng wins all-round at MAC Championships 
Sophomore Marny Oestreng look the all-around title at 
the Mid-American Championships Saturday at Eastern 
Michigan. She had an overall score of 39.45. 
Her performance was enough to qualify her for a spot 
on the all-MAC first 'cam. 
However, the Falcons finished fifth overall with 182.5 
poinls Central Michigan took the title with 195.57 points 
Oestreng also won the vault (9.875), tied for second on 
the balance beam (9.85) and floor exercise (9.9) and took 
fifth on the uneven bars (9.825). 
Baseball drops 3 at Missouri 
The Bowling Green baseball team (3-8-1) dropped its 
third consecutive game at Missouri (14-8), 8-6 Sunday. 
The Falcons look a 4-0 with three runs in the third 
inning before the Tigers scored five in the fifth to take the 
lead for gtxxi. 
C'raig Menke fell to 0-2 wiih the loss. Lee Morrison 
went 3-of-5 with a double and RBI for the Falcons. 
In Saturday^ 6-5 eight-inning loss, the Falcons once 
again built a 4-0 lead only to see Missouri tally for the vic- 
tory. Chad Curlis (0-1) took the loss for BG while Scott 
Dukate went 2-for-3 to lead the Falcons. 
The Tigers opened the series Friday with a 5-1 win. 
They scored twice in the third to take the lead for good. 
BG's lone run came in the seventh when Anc Chnstman 
scored on an Alan Gilhousen single. Tony Fontana (1-2) 
look the loss for the Falcons 
Women's track, field finishes 3rd at OU meet 
The Bowling Green women's track and field team took 
third out of four teams in a quad-meet at Ohio Saturday 
with 153 points Cincinnati won the meet with 205 points 
Junior I.on Williams led the Falcons with three first- 
place finishes. Williams won the shot put with a thioss til 
43-feel-S inches, the hammer throw (163-1) and the discus 
toss (151-7). 
Other top Falcon performers were: junior Jennifer East- 
crlin, first in the pole vault at 9-0, freshman Joy Echler, 
second in 1.500 meters in 4:49.76; senior Nikki Monroe, 
second in the 3.000 run in 10:21.95; junior Christine 
Thompson, first in the 800 in 2:15.82. 
Women's Tennis falls at UNLV 
The BGSU women's tennis team lost at UNLV 8-1 on 
Friday (March 17). 
BG's lone win came at second doubles where Meghan 
Rhodes and Deidrc Bissinger combined for an 8-6 win 
over Michaela Gabl and Britta Gabl. 
At both the No. 4 and No. 5 singles slots, BG's Deidre 
Bissinger (6-2, 3-6. 6-1) and Devon Bissinger (4-6. 6-4. 7- 
61. respectively, lost in three sets. 
Men's track, field competes at Clemson 
The Bowling Green men's track and field team partici- 
pated in the Clemson Relays Saturday No team scores 
were kept 
Sophomore Pete Kama won the hammer throw (140- 
10) and discus toss (135-11). Eric Peterson also on the 
long jump 123-4). 
Tonv Fongone also won the shut put with a throw of 
48-5. Drew Downey tied for second in the pole valut in 15- 
0. 
In other events, Rah'Sheen Clay took sixth in the 200 
dash in 21.27 seconds while Kreg llatfield took third in the 
5.000-meter run in 15:10.9. 
The 4 x 800 relay took first in 7:45.94 while the 1.600 
sprint relay team was second in 3:26.38 The 4 x 400 relay 
team took first in section I in 3:22.23. 
Royals 10, Indians 9 
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) — Six-time Ail-Star 
catcher Sandy Alomar Jr. of Cleveland and outfielder 
Todd Dunwoody of Kansas City were both iniured. as 
the Royals beat the Indians 10-9 yesterday. 
After an ineffective relief performance in the game, 
Indians 39-year-old left-hander Mark Langston 
announced his retirement 
Royals first baseman Mike Sweeney hit two home 
luns but committed two first-inning errors. 
Alomar was struck on the top of the head while Car- 
los Beltran was batting in the top of the fifth. Beltran 
tipped a pitch from Chuck Finley and his backswing hit 
Alomar, knocking him to the ground. 
Alomar was able to walk off the field with the help 
of Indians trainer Paul Spicuzza. and further examina- 
tion revealed only a cut that required no stitches. 
Dunwoody was taken to Winter Haven Hospital for 
X-rays after turning his right ankle while trying for a 
diving catch of Roberto Alomar's fly to shallow center 
in the fifth. Dunwoody was carried from the field. 
Sweeney hit a two-run home run off Finley in the 
first inning and a three-run shot off Langston in the sev- 
enth. He also booted two ground balls in the first 
inning, opening the door for seven runs by the Indians 
Dunwoody's replacement, Scott Pose, hit an RBI 
single off Alan Newman (0-1) in the eighth inning to 
bring home the winning run Billy Brewer (1-2) picked 
up the victory despite allowing a solo home run by Jol- 
bert Cabrera in the seventh. Jamie Walker pitched the 
ninth for his first save. 
Richie Sexson doubled twice, homered and drove in 
two runs for the Indians Sexson has four home runs 
this spring. 
Carlos Febles hid two doubles among his three hits 
for Kansas City. 
Notes: The Indians made four roster moves follow- 
ing the game Outfielder Ruben Sierra was given his 
outright release, outfielder Scott Morgan was optioned 
to Class AAA Buffalo and infielder Bill Selby and 
catcher Mandy Romero were assigned to the minor- 
league camp 
Pistons 101, Grizzlies 99 
VANCOUVER. British Columbia (AP) — Detroit's 
Grant Hill and Jerry Stackhouse combined for 54 points 
as the Pistons ended an 11-game road losing streak and 
beat the Grizzlies 101-99 Sunday. 
The Pistons erased a 16-point second-quarter deficit. 
Hill had 31 for the winners and Stackhouse finished 
with 23, while Jerome Williams had 12 points and led 
the Pistons in rebounding with 11. 
The Grizzlies were led by Michael Dickerson's 24 
points. Shareef Abdur-Rahim scored 22 for Vancouver. 
With seven seconds left and the score 101-96. 
Abdur-Rahim htt a three-pointer to narrow the Pistons' 
lead. 
But after a Detroit turnover, the Grizzlies — who 
had no timeouts left — could manage only a halfcourt 
shot at the buzzer. 
Detroit forced the Grizzlies into 28 turnovers. 
The Grizzlies raced out to an early lead, scoring 






Looking for a part-time job with 
great pay and weekends free? 
Go to bgnews.com & fill out an application online 
•   -► 
Ground 
bigger   sound-better   otmoiphefe  .  Incredible   mu s I e • I or e ve t   evolving 
s>:f*i=ji[±jii«u 
12*-tstx)-lt. 
CARL coir wecfoestfay 18+ °pm 
TT^V"oci^UFFr,*DJ 0, MACDA 
The man. the myth, the Cot. moAes the fal ever Dciroil appearance. This maci.ro on three decks 
has been compared lo god mo*e than once and lot good reason. There is not a 0J alive who 
can make you (eel this good. From all points on the globe to e><* Motor dance floor, this night is 
way beyond Just a special event 
friday 18+ °pm 
*m&» 
PARIS, BRIAN CILIESPIE. ROB THEAKSTON 
The Don comes to town and demands respect by all. The cue breakbeat 
originator, the fclder destroys audiences with the most powerful drum'n'bajs 
on either sde of the Atlantic 
If drum rrt.au was the true innovation of the °Os then no one individual     *°<u'day 18+ 9ptr 
stands as Its figurehead more prominently than  Cold.e.  His doss'c album 
Timeless did for d'n'b what Sergent Peppers did lor 60s rock, taking it out of the < ng e. charts 
and into the mass canciousness. His DJ sets o>e a history lesson in Jungle which means an 
overview of our dearly departed °0's. 
Progression Session (live) 
fnday 18+ 9pm 
M&> 
DETROIT GRAND PUBAHS 
MC CONRAD, DRS. RANTOUl 
Deep, dense, shimmering and flowing, the mus,c of LTJ Bjfcem and his 
Good looking cohorts combines breaks and beauty in a waj no      t.. 
other ortisl have achieved. In the lounge, weekly residents Brian 
Clllesple and Paris combine with Andy Toth lo lotm the Cettolt Grand 
Pubt-'-- 
3-615    Caniff,    Hamtramck(B*oti^) 
www.motordetroit.com 
ELIGIBLE UP TO 
5 23,000 00 
For Your College Career 
UPS Delivers Education 
Earn & Learn with UPS 
• $8.50 - $9.50 
• Immediate openings 
• Free Benefits 
(medical/life, 401k & 
paid vacations) 
• Weekends & Holidays OFF 
• 3.5 - 5 hr. shifts 
On Campus Interviews 
Monday 12:30-3:30 
Great Pay Rate + Free Tuition Assistance 
To Sign Up, Call Career Services 372-2356 
CALL TODAY! 419-891-6820 
Equal Opportunity Employer www.ops.com 
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Campus Events 
Campus Events Personals Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale 
Discover Europe 
Summer study In Nantes, France 
Last information meeting 
Tues March 21 at 9:00pm 
BAA 1000 
6 weeks. 6 credits 
Come and enjoy an evening ot culture- 
Exotic cuisine, fashion and 
entertainment! 
The BGSU World Student Association 
is proud to announce its 
Annual International Dinner 
To be held Sunday, March 26th from 
6:30pm to 9:30pm. in Olscamp Hall 
Tickets on sale Monday, Tuesday, and 
Wednesday, March 20, 21 and 22 
from 10 00am to 2:00pm AND tram 
' 4:00pm to 6:00pm in Moseley Halt at 
The Ott-Campus Student Center, 
Cost: $10.00 per person; 
Children under 8, $5.00 
Senior Question »19 
"Can I use my trat 
brother as a reference?' 
Get all the answers: 
bgsu.eGrad2000.com 
Services Offered 
CAN YOU AFFORD TO LOSE WEIGHT? 
YESI INEXPENSIVE, GUARANTEED. 
RISK FREE. NATURAL WEIGHT LOSS. 
CALL 419-399-5060 
Excellent typist will type papers, manu- 
scripts, essays, etc. $1.25/page IBM 
computer Word 97. Contact Becky Q 
354-3987 S leave a message 
Mascot applications now available Stop 
in 365 ED or 405 SSB 
Unlimited Tanning-1 month-$25 
Unlimited till end of finals-$40 
352-7889 
Want to be Fneda or Freddie? Applica- 
tions available in 365 ED or 405 SS8. 
Worried about pregnancy?? 
Free Pregnancy Tests  Confidential and 
Gating 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Would you like $500? 
We want to give it to you! 
Scholarship 
-Available to BGSU off-campus or 
commuting under-grad student in good 
academic standing with the university. 
Applications are now available at these 
locations: 
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus 
Student Center 
Office of Student Life 
Financial Aid Office 
Applications are due--5:00pm, Friday, 
March 31, 2000 at the center 
Turn applications into Barb or Brent. 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
130 E Washington Street. Bowling Circcn 
354-6036 
Serious Smdents/Graduatc Students 
Avail. Now & Fall 
■Jqy-Mqr Apqrtments 
j.vfcrv-V   2 bedroom Apts. 
S475/mo. 
12 mo. lease 
NEWLY REMODELED 
_  Jay-Mar Apts. 
9 1/2 month lease available 
Rjinished & L^furnishecl 
803 - 815 8th St. / Aval Now & Fall 
COMPUTE APT. MAKEOVER! 
$550/mo., 12 ma loose 
The Highlands 
220 Napoleon Rd. 
One bearoom. foundry facilities 




One and two bedroom. A/C. 
on-site Oundry, ceramic Me. 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dshwashers. vaulted ceangs 
 from $450/mo  
Call 354-6036 
From 9 - 5 





The Gavel is publishing 
a special 
DANCE MARATHON 
issue on Friday, Feb. 24th. 
Wish your dancers good luck! 
To place an ad, come to 
204 West Hall. 
Deadline is Tues, March 21st at 2:00 
20% of the Proceeds 
Go to Dance Marathon! 
Sublessors needed ASAP. New home. 
1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Call 373- 
0294. 
Help Wanted 
Call your date now! 
1-900-773-1011 (ext. 3450) 
$2 ,99/min. Must be 18 or older. 
Serv-UG19-645-8434 
Freddie/Fheda applications now availa- 
ble. Pick up in 365 ED or 405 SSB.     , 
Freshly Popped Popcorn Daily! 
At the Off-Campus Student Center 
Ground Floor, Moseley Hall 
11 am-4pm 
$.50 donation for the Barbara Y Keller 
Scholarship benefiting commuter & 
off-campus students. 
Senior Question "39 
-What if I decide I don't like 
the career I've chosen?" 
Get all the answers: 
bgsu eGrad2000 com 
S FUNDRAISERS 
Open to student 
groups & organizations. 
Earn S5 per MC app. We 
Supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
1-800-932-0528X65 
www ocm concepts com 
"Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starl- 
ing graduation day. Plus general labors 
starting now & graduation for summer. 
Call 353-0325. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed 
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA. 
Lohikan. 800-488-4321 www.fohikan.com. 
Attention Calleine Addicts 
Dependable help needed for espresso 
drive-thru in Maumee. Flexible daytime 
hours. Liberal starling wage. 
 Call 354-6007.  
Beautiful 700 acre summer camp in 
Northwestern New Jersey seeks counse- 
lors and activity specialists. Over 100 po- 
sitions available. Employment dates are 
from June 18-August 20. Salary range 
from S1600-S2000 for season plus room 
and board. Modern cabins and facilities 
1.5 hours from New York City and New 
Jersey Shore Points. No expenence nec- 
essary. Just love kids and working in the 
beautiful outdoors. Call or e-mail for infor- 
mation and application packet. Jerry 
Waldron-Director at (908) 362-8217 or 
cmpmasonOgarden.net. Check us out on 
the web at www campmason.org 
Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help 
3rd shift Contact Suzie at 354-0011. 
Camp counselors & lifeguards needed for 
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor 
Room, board & salary. 734-878-6628 
Childcare needed in my Perrysburg 
home. 2 children, starling May 1st. Tues, 
Wed & Fri mornings until 1pm. Must be 
dependable, caring & own transp. Pis call 
Gayte 419-874-7781. 
Dishwashers needed 
10am - 2pm and 5pm - 10pm 
Liberal starting wage! 
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge 
1628 E  WoosterSt. 
Earn $10.00 per hour working in-store de- 
mos and promotions in Bowling Green 
now. Lots of work, weekends only, Satur- 
days 10am-430pm, Sundays 11:00am- 
5:30pm. Pick and choose days you are 
available. Job is fun and easy, passing 
out samples and coupons to customers in 
local stores. Call Billie toll free at: 1-888- 
705-2008. Earthbound Entertainment & 
Promotions, Beatrice, Nebraska. 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in over- 
time hours, around your college and per- 
sonal schedule. Work a minimum of 15 
hours per week or 40 hours plus over- 
time. Many college students wont here. 
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an au- 
tomatic $25 per hour increase to $5.55 
after 100 hours of service with the compa- 
ny. These are unskilled jobs involving as- 
sembling and packaging of small parts. 
Apply in person between the hours ot 
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. 
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green, 
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near 
Klnko's and Dairy Queen next to the rail- 
road tracks. 
Experienced groom to work with harness 
horses. Call 686-2561 or 686-5905. 
Farm seed company needs pt. time help. 
Must be able to handle 50 & 60 bags of 
seed Can work around your schedule. 
Call 352-0068.  
Fraternities * Sororities 
Clubs * Student Groups 
Student organizations earn $1,00-$2,000 
with the easy campusfundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising event. No sales 
required. Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so call today! Contact 
campusfundraiser.com, (888) 923-3238 
or visit www.camouslundrfllSgr,cQm 
GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG 
Student Publications is now accepting 
applications for sales account executives. 
Gain valuable sales experience selling 
phohe directory ads to local businesses. 
Positions require 15-20 hours per week 
and run from May through July. Students 
must have excellent communication skills, 
be highly motivated and have own 
transportation. Stop by 204 West Hall for 
an application or call Toby at 372-0430 
for more info. 
Immediate openings. cloorwalkers. cuslo- 
dial. Contact Howard's 352-3195 or apply 
at 210 N. Main.  
Lawn maintenance help needed, must 
have driver's license, flexible hours, call 
352-8956. 
The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet 
What's in it for students? 
It won't be pretty in the heat of construc- 
tion this summer, but when the technology 
infrastructure project wraps up in the fall of 
2001, it should provide a number of attrac- 
tive new computer possibilities. 
The project will deliver the communica- 
tions environment for expanded network- 
based delivery of student-support services, 
such as an online bursar's office. 
Improved Web performance will also mean 
more instructional materials online and 
enhanced student access to the University's 
academic program offerings, as through 
distance learning. ■ 
The video component of the project will 
bring digital video to every classroom. 
Moreover, students will be able to watch 
digital video of lectures or other educationally 
significant materials in the library or even in 
their own rooms. 
Students, as well as faculty and staff, will 
also gain speedy and reliable access to large 
data files (databases of atmospheric infor- 
mation, for example); business and economic 
databases, and specialized computing 
resources, such as the Ohio Supercomputer 
Center and, eventually, Internet II as it 
becomes available. 
Look for updates weekly in "The BG News" 
and ongoing at www.bgsu.edu/ 
bgsupcrnct. The Web site is also the place to 
enter the BGsupernet contest, which 
concludes tomorrow. The entrant who 
comes closest to guessing how many feet of 
trench will be dug for the project on the 
Bowling Green campus will win a S50 gift 
certificate to the University bookstore. 
The correct answer, and contest winner, will 
be posted on the Web site and printed here 
next Monday. 
Sights similar to this will be common on campus this 




No pencil and paper? 
learn techniqueslo 
ace computer-adaptive 
GRF. and (JMAT tests 
■ Learn how the tests 
"adapt" to the individual 
■ hxamine test taking skills 
in more detail 
■ Discover ways to master 
Ihe electronic formal 
Classes Saturdays 
Apr 1-May 6 
To register or for more 
information call 
BGSU Continuing education. 
419-372.8181 
fcp C)dr 20WO20O 
-*JEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
STILL HAVE SOME OPENINGS 
/CJE&CA 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdalc Ajjts. 1082 Fairview. 
I bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal/ Air Conditioner 




Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe. 
Studios. Large 1 bdrm. laundry 




Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise 
1 bdrm BRAND NEW/ 
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow House 830 Fourth St.. 
1 bdrm. Remodeled/Air 
Conditioned Starts at $400 
Parkview Apt. 1048 N. Main 
I & 2 bdrm 
Starts at $365 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Slap by our office .11 1045 N. Main SI 
lor comptcu liiung or tall 15J-5SOO 
(rww.wcoft.org/-nMcca 
Line Cooks Needed 
7am - 1pm and 5pm -10pm 
Liberal starting wage! 
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge 
1628 E  WoosterSt 
Mike's Party Mart, a popular BB tamily- 
owned business, has an opening for a pt 
sales derk. 12-24 hr/wk. Enjoy working in 
a fun, relaxed setting Must live in the BG 
area throughout the summer & be hon- 
est, friendly, neat, dependable & 
avail.wknds. Apply T-F © 834 S. Main in 
the "Big Lots Plaza' 352-9259 
Landscape positions available. Mowing 
crew member, landscape installation crew 
member, and garden maintenance crew 
member Full or part time 419-832-0239. 
Nillson's a full service landscape compa- 
ny. 
Misc. worker needed. Start ASAP 20-30 
hrs/wk, flex, hrs., must also be able to 
work summer. Job md. painting, shovel- 
ing, mowing, trash pickup, etc. Apply at 
Buckeye Inn 8-4 M-F Ask for Tim. 352- 
1520. 
Now hiring for summer day delivery 
personnel & day/evening prep. 
Apply DiBenedetto's 
1432E. Wooster2-5pm 
Now is your chance to add real print 
pieces to your portfolio and great job ex- 
perience to your resume. Continuing Edu- 
cation has 2 graphic designer student po- 
sitions available in designing brochures, 
catalogs, flyers, ads, etc. You must have 
advanced skills in PageMaker and Photo- 
shop and knowledge of Freehand. Prior 
work expenence preferred. Portfolio re- 
quired. 15 hrsVweek, $5.907hr. To apply 
send resume and references to: Anita 
Knauss, Continuing Education. 40 Col- 
lege Park by March 24. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Coun- 
selors to coach all sports: tennis, base- 
ball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, water- 
front, ropes, BMX. mountain bike, golf, 
water-ski. 888-844-8080 or apply 
www.campcedar.com 
Summer Counselors 
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Expen- 
ence, NY S. Co-ed Resident Camp 2 
hours NYC, Athletics, Baseball, Basket- 
ball, Tennis. Roller Hockey. Swimming, 
Waterskimg, Boat River. Woodworking, 
Photography, Ceramics. Ropes/Wall. 
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road, 
Ardsley. NY  10502 Fax (914) 693-7678. 
1 -800-58-Camp2, E-mail: 
KennybrookeAOL.com. 
SUMMER JOBS 
Female and male counselors needed 
for top children's camp in Maine. 
Top salary, room/board/Taundry, clothing 
& travel allowance provided. Must love 
children and have skill in one or more of 
the following activities: archery, arts & 
crafts {ceramics, stained glass, jewelry), 
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance 
(tap, poinle S jazz), field hockey, golf, 
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spot- 
ters), horseback riding/English hunt seat, 
lacrosse, digital photography, videogra- 
pher, piano accompianist, 
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge 
course. 25 stations), sailing, soccer, soft- 
ball, tennis, theatre, theatre technicians 
(set design, costumer), track & field, vol- 
leyball, waterskiing (slalom, trick, bare- 
foot, lumping). W.S.I./Swim instructors, 
windsurfing. Also opportunities lor nurses, 
HTML/web design and secretaries. 
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS! 
COME SEE USI 
www.campvega.com 
E-mail: jobsdcampvega.com 
Call 1-800-838- VEGA 
We will be on your campus Tuesday, 
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104 
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION 
FROM 10AM-4PM. 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY. 
Summer Work tor Students 
Men willing to learn and work on wood 
floors including gym floors. Starting when 
school is out for the summer until the end 
of August. Work consists of operating 
equipment, including floor buffers and 
floor sanding machines Also measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines and art 
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We 
will thoroughly train you in all phases ot 
the work. Job pays SB 00 per hour. You 
can expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be 
punctual and reliable and willing to accept 
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch 
419-385-5814 or fax resume to 
419-385-6483. 
Too many customers-not enough dancers 
No exp. necessary, will train. FT/PT 
419-476-6640 
For Sale 
3 mini-Schnauzer puppies, AKC, $350. 
353-2341.  
93 Ford Tempo Runs great. 115K, 1,800 
obo. 419-353-8085.  
'97 Ford Ranger. 29K miles, 5 speed, CD, 
A/C, $8200 obo. Kevin 354-3087. 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Exc. condition, 65,000 mi. 5 speed, pwr 
windows & locks, air, cruise, new tires, 
AM/FM CD Player $8,000 obo. Contact 
Julia days at 372-8458 or 
evenings at 833-1175. 
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police 
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For 
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558. 
1981 GMC Van. 92,000 mi. Runs good. 
$750 obo Call Paul at 353-0377.  
3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an 
enclosed box. 600 watt California Menace 
AMP 4 gage power wire. RCA cables and 
speaker wire. All brand new, only one ve- 
hicle. 6 months old $400 00. Call Chad 
354-0241. 
Senior Question i77 
'Do I need 
a moving company?" 
Get all the answers: 
bgsu.eGrad2000.com 
For Rent 
'"Apts, Large & Small Houses 
•II close to campus Still Available. 
Houses 916 3rd St 6 bdrm. ind. util . 
211 E. Reed St., up new carpet, for 5-6 \ 
Duplexes, all 1 or 2 bdrm, starts $300 
307 1/2 E. Reed St. 3 bdrm for three 
W-D in unit, garage, starts in May '00 
Apts. available 9,12 or 15 pymt lease. 
316 * 311 E Merry, 1 or 2 bdrm apts  - 
As low as $425/mo.. furnished, A/C 
Sem leases avail/rooms $205/mo-util incl 
353-0325 9a m - 9p.m. 
'"Large. 6 BR, 2 fir house, dose to cam: 
pus, incl. all utilities, 2 full baths, furnish- - 
ed, new ktch. fir, carpet, parking lot, roof ■ 
and will be painted in full by start of new ' 
lease. Interested call 353-0325. '. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
Beginning ot May of 2000 
        352-7454 - 
1 bdr. apt. across from campus Avail T 
May, for one year lease. $350/month + • 
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277, evenings. ' 
1 subleaser for now-Aug. on E. Merry. 
$280/mlh. Contact Amanda at 353-0725.. 
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva 
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 353-; 
4933. . 





* Spacious Kitchen 
Small Pets Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apts, 
353-7715  
12 month leases starting May 19, 2000: 
230 N. Enterprise «C-1 Br-1 person- 
$345 t util. 
266 Manville-1 Br-1 person- 
$360 * util. 
322 E Court-1 Br-1 person- 
$390 ind. all util. 
420 S. Summit-2 Br-2 person- 
$420 * util. 
453 S. Prospect #C-1 Br-1 person- 
$370 » Gas/elec 
605 Filth #C-2 Br-2 person- 
$390 . util. 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666 
3-4 subleasers needed ASAP. 2 bed- 
room, 1 bath, furnished apt Call Melissa 
or Jean 354-4392.  
Apartments 352-3445 
2 bdrm. fum. 704 Fifth St 
1 bdrm. (grad students) 601 Third 
2 bdrm. unfum. (yt. lease) 710 7th. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
|800 3rd ST. gdhov@wcnet.org 354-9740 
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing. 
1 bdrm. starts $395 & elec/free heat. 
2 bdrm. starts $545 & elec/free heat. 
W/D lacil AC, Parking/walk-in closet, 
turn ,'unlurn. renovated, quiet, no pets. 
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, ten- 
ants pay utilities, secunty deposit & pa- 
rental guarantees. 
233 West Merry--4+ unrelated people. 4 
BR, $740, avail. Aug. 23 
316 Ridge(Front)--2 BR, $600 - 
avail. May 23 
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854 
after 5:00pm. 
Looking tor a place to live? 
www.housing101.net... 
Your move off campus! 
Subleaser needed ASAP for 1 bdrm. 
house on E. Wooster. $150 month plus 
util Call 513-777-9838. 
Subleaser needed for summer. 1 block 
from campus Call 353-0628 ask for Ryan 
for details. 
Subleaser wanted June 1 st. Rent 00-01. 
2 BD, Nice backyard, $450 * ut. 129 1/2 
W Reed. 353-1161. 
Summer subleasers needed at 120 N. 
Prospect »4 w/2 BDR, very spadous, 
nexttoBW3. 352-9523. 
Village Green Apts. 
2 bedroom Apts. 
Available for August 
Call 354-3533. 
Check Us Out II 
www.homecityice.com 
Great Job ortunities !! 
Hinng Students Part-Time NOW and Futl-Time Duong Summer & Breaks 
Flexible Hwrs A GREAT PAXJ1 
We offer 10-40+ hours / week 
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions 
$6.00 - $10.00 per hour 
1-800-899-8070 
Located just minutes from Campus! 






I 800 933-3575 Dayton/Spnnohekl 1 -800-283-5511 
1-800-894-0529 Detroit 1-734-955-9094 
1-800-674-0880 Pittsburgh 1-800-355-2732 
1-800288-4040 West Virginia 1-800-545-4423 
1800-894-0529 Southeast Ohio 1-800-545-4423 
No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work 
dunng summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility  Start training NOW 
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend ! 
www.homecitvice.com 
i 
